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FORWARD

There have been many attempts in the past four decades to give

trade and skills training in remote Aboriginal communities. While

limited skills have been imparted, none of these programs have

produced qualified tradespersons. For the skills that have been

gained by Aboriginal people, no accreditation or record has been

kept to recognise or record any achievements. The review of Trade

Passed Training in remote communities which took over two years to

complete, including pilot .testing the recommendations of the.

review team, is the first step in establishing systematic trade

training programs for Aboriginal people.

This document will provide the basis for further development of

traee based treining programs in remote Aboriginal communities.

The pilot testing program results were most encouraging and

indications are that, with some minor modifications, the

recommended Modular Integrated Training System can provide

programs leading to trade status where previous attempts have

failed. There is much work to be done yet in formalising

accreditation procedures, designing and producing curriculum

materials, and implementing programs. The prospects for achieving

an ongoing successful program are very encouraging.

The TAFF Division of the Northern Territory Department of

Education wishes to express thanks to the review team, the TAFE

National Centre for Research and Development, the Northern,

Territory Department of Industry and Small Business, tradest

union, the Aboriginal Consultative Group (FEPPI), members of the!.

automotive and construction industries, the Darwin Institute of

Technology, and the many individuals who have assisted with this

project.
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The report provides a much needed contribution to the development

of trade based training programs vitally needed in remote

Aboriginal communities.

TOM MARLING

Senior Education Officer

Curriculum Research and Development TAFE

IVOR LOPES

Director

Adult Education and Training Branch TAFE
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Learning Element: A booklet of learning material usually covering
between one and five units of knowledge relating to a task
element.

Module: A collection of learning elements containing all units
of knowledge essential to completing a task.

Performance-Based Evaluation: A method of assessing progress in
learning in which learners show mastery of knowledge and skills
by actual demonstration.

Progress Check: An objective test appearing at the end of each
learning element designed precisely to measure whether the
trainee has assimilated adequately the knowledge and skills
specified in the learning element.

Task: A unit of work identified as a result of dividing a job
into self-contained parts.

Task Element: Each step in a sequence of steps carried out by a
workman in the course of performing a task.

Task Specification: An analysis comprising requirements, actions
and knowledge observed or applied by a workman in completing a
task to an acceptable standard together with a list of items for
evaluating the performance of trainees.

Task Performance Test: A test administered at the end of each
module designed precisely to measure whether a trainee has
assimilated adequately the knowledge and skills of a module.

Trade Test: A practical test covering a representative sample of
the skills needed for working effectively in a particular trade.
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CLOSSART OF ABBREVIATIONS

DID Department of Industry and Small Business

ILO Irternational Labour Oroanisation

NES Nodules of Employable Skill

HITS Nodular Integrated Training System

111VTC Northern Territory Vocational Training Commission

AGPS Australian Government Printing Service

TATE Technical and Further Education

LE Learning Element
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RECOMMENDATIONS

2. That the Modular Integrated Training System be implemented

in Aboriginal communities in the areas of automechanice,

carpentry/joinery and welding.

2. That appropriate application be made for Aboriginal

community councils and housing associations to be granted

exemption from legislation governing apprenticeships

training.

3. That programs offered using the Modular Integrated Training

System be accredited by TAFE.

4. That Aboriginal trainees by employed for wages and under

conditions of work specified in the proposed "Rural

Communities and Association Northern Territory Award".

5. That a team of specialists be established within the TAFE

Divisicl to form a unit to research, develop and maintain a

bank of modular learning material.

6. That TAFE research and develop methods of assisting

tradespersons employed in Aboriginal communities in the

performance of their work as trainers.

That test supervisors be assigned by TAFE to conduct task

performance tests.

8. That Aboriginal communities adopt the financial plani

outlined in the report for rewarding employees who can

demonstrate competence in the performance of trade skills. c

9. That the Modular Integrated Training System be evaluated at

an appropriate future time.

xi 14



INTRODUCTION

In August 1984, the Northern Territory Vocational Training

Commission (NTVTC) began a review of the system of trade

training as it operates.for Aborigines in remote communities. The

project became the responsibility of the TAPE Division of the

Department of Education when the NTVTC was disbanded in January

1985. The review team generally accept that traditional

apprenticeship programs are inadequate to cope with Aborigines'

special training needs. Following the review the TAFE Adult
Education and Training Branch of the Department of Education was

given responsibility for developing an alternative system of

training more appropriate to the needs of Aboriginal people.

This report covers a description of the research carried out in

connection with the review of the present system of training and

also the design of the new system.

The guidelines established for the conduct of the review are as

follows:

1. At four months from date of commencement

Report to include:

(a) Report on orientation to the project through initial

reading and visits to training institutions and

Aboriginal communities;

(b) Description of how the current apprenticeship and other

approaches to trade training in and for Aboriginal

communities operate;

(c) Success of trade training in the communities under the

present system during the past five years;

(d) Alternative systems and methods of trade training

outside the Northern Territory (literature search).

xii 15



2. At seven months

Report to include:

(a) Description of present level of trade skills in

Aboriginal communities; and levels of general education

of likely trainees;

fb) Trade skills requirements;

(c) Objectives of a new trade training system;

(d) Training resources currently available in Aboriginal

communities;

(el Report on reasons for lack of Aboriginal people with

recognised trade skills in the community.

3. At ten months

Report to include:

(a) Consideration of socio-economic factors relevant to the

development of a new system of trade-based training;

(b) Consideration of legislative and industrial

difficulties and how they might be overcome;

(c) Broad design for the new system and for two or three

selected modules of skills.

4. After twelve months

Report to include:

(al Samples of proposed modular materials in two or three

specific skills;

(b) Detailed plans for piloting these modules in two or

three selected communities.

16



CHAPTER1

APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING IN THE NORTHERN TERRITORY

This chapter outlines apprenticeship training in the Northern

Territory and describes participation rates by Aborigines. From

the data presented, the need for a new training initiative is

axiomatic.

Duration of Apprenticeships

At present, all persons undertaking apprenticeship training in

the Northern Territory follow the same basic pattern of training.

This involves a combination of theoretical and practical

training. Apprenticeships in most trades take four years.

An apprentice is required to serve a probationary period of three

months. During the probationary period it is the employer's duty

to monitor the trainee's.progress and interest in the trade. The

probationary period is subsequently counted as part of the total

apprenticeship term.

Educational Requirements for Entry into Apprenticeship

No particular educational qualifications are required for entry

into apprenticeship training in the Northern Territory.

All applicants are required to sit an entrance examination. The

examination consists of a 60-minute test in Mathematics, a

40-minute test in English and as essay to be completed in

30-minutes. Results are taken by the training authority as a

guide to an applicant's ability to cope with the theoretical

aspects of the training program. Applicants not achieving the

desired results in the examination are advised to undertake

additional study. Practical suitability for a trade is assessed

by the employer during the period of probation.

17



Age Limits on Fntry into Apprenticeship

As 15 years Is the minimum age for leaving school an

apprenticeship normally begins at or after that age.

Compulsory Technical Training

Apprentices are required to attend all approved courses of

technical study. Technical courses usually, take one of the

following forms:

1. B/ock Release in which technical instruction is given in

continuous periods over several weeks.

2. pay Release, in which technical,instrUction is given one day

per week for each year of the approved t.ollege course.

3. Correspondence, in which technical instructl.on is carried out

by mail.

In a small number of apprenticeship programs technical

instruction is not available in the Territory. In the case of

these programs trainees attend block release courses interstate.

Reports on the progress of trainees in the area of technical

training are given periodically throughout the term of the

apprenticeship.

Employers are required to release apprentices from employment as

necessary to enable them to attend approved technical classes.

Examinations

Annual examinations in theory and practical subjects are

conducted by the approved training institutions. Success in

examinations is ope of the requirements which an individual must

fulfil in order to be recognised as a fully qualified tradesman.

Issue.cf Trade Certificat;4

In order to qualify for :the trade certificate (Certificate of

Trade Competency) an apprentice must: (1) show practiOal

18



competence on the job; (2) successfully pass all examinations in

technical subjects; and (3) complete the full term of the

apprenticeship.

Participation in Apprenticeship Programs

by Aborigines

Table 1 shows a comparison between Aboriginal people and the
total population of the Territory in terms of formal trade

training achievements as defined by numbers of trade certificates

held.

Among 16 794 Aboriginal indiviCuals 15 years or older only

53 possess trade certificates. This translates into a percentage

of 0.32. In contrast, among the population as a whole which

numbers 84 891 individuals 15 years or older 6 380 possess trade

certificates. This represents 7.52 per cent.

Table 1
Comparison of Formal Trade Training Achievements

Between Aborigines and the Total_Population

Number of individuals Aborigines Total Population

Male 8 045 45 718
Female 8 749 39 173
Total 16 794 84 891

Number with Trade Certificates

Male 49 4 458
Female 4 1 922
Total 53 6 380

Percentage with Trade Certificates

Male 0.61 9.70
Female 0.05 4.90
Total of population 0.32 7.52

Source: Department of Industry and Small Business apprenticeship
training records.

The description presented by these figures is of the

situation with respect to formal training achievements for all

Aboriginal people in the Northern Territory at present regardless
of background.
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Focusing on traditionally oriented Aboriginal people exclusively

the picture is still more unfavourable. Among a sample of

thirty-nine Aborigines from traditional communities who began

apprenticeship training since 1978, twenty-four abandoned

training prior to Stage 1 Block Release and as additional

thirteen abandoned training after completing Stage 1. Stagits 2

and 3 were attempted by only two of the original number. At

present only one of the original trainees has completed Stage 3.

In April 1984, the total number of apprentices in training in the

Northern Territory was 1 174. Although exact figures are not

available, it is likely that only ten of these were Aboriginal

apprentices with only five being from traditional communities.

Attendance and Technical Training Achievement

Tn addition to the extremely low rate of participation by

traditionally oriented Aboriginal people in apprenticeship

training programs, levels of attendance and achievement in

programs are also poor. Table 2 shows a comparison between

traditional Aboriginal apprentices and non-traditional Aboriginal

apprentices in relation to 'possible' and 'actual' attendance in

block release courses for 1978-1984. 'Possible' attendance

figures were calculated by multiplying the length in days of a

block release course by the number of apprentices attending.



Table 2

Comparison of Attendance Rates in Block Release Courses

Between Traditional Aboriginal Apprentices and Non-Traditional

Aboriginal Apprentices

Aboriginal Apprentices

Stage 1 Traditional Non-traditional

Possible attendance (days) 378 4/.2

Actual attendance (days) 301 433

Percentage 79.6 97.9

Stage 2

Possible attendance (days) 56 195

Actual attendance (days) 35 183

Percentage 62.5 93.8

Stage 3

Possible attendance (days) 83

Actual attendance (days) 83

Percentage 100

Source: Department of Industry and Small Business apprenticeship

training records.

Non-traditional Aboriginal apprentices attended 433 of 442

possible days in Stage 1, 183 of 195 possible days in Stage 2 and

83 of 83 possible days in Stage 3. In terms of percentages,
attendances for the three stages were 97.9, 93.8 and 100

respectively. Traditional Aboriginal apprentices attended 301 of

378 possible days in Stage 1 and 35 of 56 possible days in Stage
2. Expressed as percentages attendances for the two stages were

79.6 and 62.5. There are no figures available for attendance in

Stage 3. However, as mentioned previously all but one of the

apprentices from traditional communities abandoned training prior

to Stage 3.

Among Aboriginal apprentices from traditional communities

who attended Block Release for Stage 1 the average results

attained were as follows: Theory 37 per cent, Mathematics 21

per cent and Practical 49 per cent.

5
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Need for an Alternative System

of Training for Aboriginal Pec.21!

The conventional system of training tradespersons, while

functioning effectively for Europeans, has failed to woz ,. for

traditional Aborigines seriously interested in working in trade

areas. The definitive indicator of failure is the inordinately

small number of Aboriginal people with trade qualifications.

Recognising the low levels of performance in apprenticeship

programs the need for a major initiative in training for

Aboriginal people is clear. In order to address seriously the

problem of providing effective training to traditional Aborigines

an entirely new approach to training is required.

22
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CHAPTER2

LITERATURE REVIEW AND COLLECTION OF INFORMATION

Research and development of an alternative system of training for

Aboriginal people in remote communities began with project
cfficers surveying the relevant literature. Following the

literature survey, officers visited a number of remote Aboriginal

communities in the Territory.

This chapter contains a summary of the literature directly
relevant to the training of Aborigines and a brief outline of
Aboriginal communities visited.

Literature

Although the literature relating to trade training for Aborigines

is not extensive, some significant contributions have been made.
The Joint Working Party under the Chairmanship of HM Ford (1981)

examined important gaps in training systems for Aboriginal people
in remote communities as well as training, employment and

supervision of special advisors in Aboriginal communities. The

Working Party also made recommendations for achieving progress in
these areas which are summarised below:

1. Training among Aboriginal people would show most positive

results if they understood clearly its reasons and purposes,
their roles and responsibilities and the benefits for

individuals and communities which accrue from training.

Therefore, each Aboriginal community should be fullyf

consulted in relation to its goals in all areas of training,

and development.

23
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2 Areas in which training is offered in Aboriginal communities

should be determined through a consideration of future

employment opportunities coupled with a knowledge of

existing levels of skills of Aboriginal people. This formula

for assessing training areas would result in due recognition

of existing skills held by Aborigines and would lead to

training programs tailored to meet real future employment

opportunities.

3. There is a need for an effective system of counselling to

assist trainees in identifying suitable training

applications of training needed for the development of

skills necessary to practice successfully in a chosen area

of work.

4. Training should be carried out within Aboriginal

communities. In relation to this point the Working Party

(1981:90) makes the following statement:

A number of Aboriginal leaders, in voicing a need for

community-based training, said that they did not want

any increase in the number of non-Aboriginal people

residing permanently in the community. There was much

more support for the concept of trainees going away for

training to other Aboriginal communities rather than to

centres such as Darwin. These Regional Skills Centres

located in larger Aboriginal communities and servicing

a group of surrounding communities could provide an

appropriate alternative to formal courses which cannot

be successfully mounted in individual communities. Such

centres could make this training of small groups more

economical, avoid the use of non-Aboriginal centres of

population for many courses, and provide a more

satisfactory venue which could still attract good

participation in courses.

5. Aboriginal people have difficulty relating to training in

situations removed from the workplace. Training should

therefore be practical and carried out on the job.

24
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6. On accreditation of training, the Working Party offers the

following remarks:

Many Aboriginal people commented .... that the scope of

trade training courses frequently embraced matters

which went beyond what was expected of the employee in

his day-by-day operation. Many people seem to lack

interest in the wider aspects of training unless they

could directly apply those skills. On the other hand,

many groups expressed a strong desire for courses which

led (sic) to properly accredited certification.

The desire to possess qualifications no different from

non-Aboriginals while at the same time reluctant (sic)

to undertake more comprehensive training, would seem at

first incompatible. (1981:94)

rlioweverl, if a trade course was broken into small

training packages on aspects of motor mechanics for

example, Aboriginals should be able to undertake and be

accredited for each package. If the desire came to
learn other aspects of the trade more packages are
(sic) undertaken until eventual completion of all

aspects of the course occurs and accreditation is given

for full tradesman's rights.

Such a system is recommended, as little positive value

can be g5ined by issue of certificates to Aboriginals,

which are worthless when presented to a non-Aboriginal

employer. (1981:95)

Accreditation of training coutses should be by way of

certificated which can be recognised by business and

commerce in the general community. Training in specific

aspects of trades should accrue towards full tradesman

status. (1981:98)

9
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According to Harris (19801, most learning in Aboriginal society

occurs in one or more of the following ways: (1) by observation

and limitation rather they. through verbal instruction; (2) by

personal trial and error .-ather than through a combination of

instruction and controlled demonstration, 'e.g. as is the case in

laboratory exercises in high school science classes; (3) by

practising in real-life situations rather than through repitition

in contrived settings; (41 by successive approximation of an end

product rather than through the practice of incomplete portions

of an activity. Therefore, success in the transfer of skills to

Aboriginal trainees may be expected to hinge somewhat on

instructors' abilities to present training within the framework

of these learning styles.

Strike (1981) questions the validity of the goal of

self-sufficiency for Aboriginal communities in the Northern

Territory. He regards the concept of self-sufficiency as

unrealistic at present because of the nature of the physical

environment. No settled aggregate of persons anywhere in the
Territory is self-sufficient. Thus, to press Aboriginal

communities to strive for self-sufficiency

inordinately high aims onto Aborigina: people.

is to impose

On the basis of the available literature, certain guidelines for

the development of a sound training system for Aborigines can be

defined. They are: (1) the need for a modular approach to

training emphasising skills needed to work successfully, with

recognition given for segments for a full training program

completed, (2) the need to deliver instruction to Aboriginal

people with attention to their

where possible and (31 the

perspective in relation to goals

achieve as a result of training.

traditional methods of learning

need to maintain a sensible

which Aboriginal communities can

Visits to Aboriginal Communities

Researchers visited sixteen remote Aboriginal communities. The

purpose of the visits was to orientate researchers to problems

that Aboriginal people experience with respect to trade training

and to gather information in the following areas: (1) training

10
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resources available, (2) possible numbers of trainees, (3) trade

skills needed in reMote communities, (4) levels of trade skills

presently held by traditionally oriented Aboriginal people and

(S) levels of general education of prospective trainees.

Information was gathered by means of somi-structured

interviews. Two separate interview schedules were used (Appendix

A) The first was timed in the communities of: Nguiu, Pularumpi,

Nilikapiti, Lake Nash, Nilingimbi, Galiwinku, sarunga and

Seewick. The second was used in the communities of: Angurungu,

Yirrkala, Ali Curung, Ngukurr, Santa Teresa, Ntaria, Papunya and

Yuendumu.

Researchers interviewed as many people, both Aboriginal and

Suropean, as it was possible to interview in the time available.

The primary objective was to interview community council

presidents. After that the priorities were to interview

tradesperson* operating in the communities, any Aborigines who

wanted to speak on the subject of training and anyone else

connected with the community who could be expected to offer

insights into training problems of Aboriginal people.

27



CHAPTER 3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter contains the results of the research and an analysis

of the training problems experienced by Aboriginal people. First,

the findings from the visits to remote Aboriginal communities are

outlined. Then, on the basis of both the facts collected and

impressions developed during the interviews conducted, an

explanation is given as to why so few Aboriginal people in remote

areas have recognised trade skills.

. Findings of Visits to Aboriginal Communities

Table 3 shows communities visited as well as residents

interviewed, training facilities available, trainees presently

engaged and trade areas in which trainipg was reported as needed.

Interviews

Community leaders when asked whether their people required

training, invariably replied in the affirmative. Project Officers

then attempted to identify through conversation the underlying

cause of the perceived need.

The conclusion drawn was that Aboriginal leaders saw training as

a means to gainful employment and personal stability for at least

some of their young people within the community environment. A

carefully prepared training program should exert a stabilising

influence on young people as well as preparing them for useful

work. Aboriginal people appear to have no strong desire to take

full responsibility for the maintenance of their communities and

have little intention of replacing European tradespersons with

Aboriginal tradespersons.
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Table l

Aboritinal Communitios Visited Crouped by Region with Prnidents Tnierviowed

and Information on Trades Currently Practised and Needed

community by Residents Interviewed Community Work Areas Number of Trades where training
egion (Aboriginal and European) Available for Trainees Is Reported As Needed

Training Involved

ARVIN NORTH

guiu council president, administ- automotive 7-4 auto mechanics
rative officer, CES represent- house construction 2-10 house construction
ative, auto mechanic, housing and maintenance
supervisor, shop manager, school

principal, Aboriginal school

teacher

ularumpi
1

council president, essential automotive -
services manager, auto mechanic, carpentry
housing manager, butcher, machine maintenance -

adult educator, two concerned

Aboriginal men

ilikapiti council president, adult automotive 2-3 auto mechanics
educator, auto mechanic, two carpentry 'several' house construction
concerned Aboriginal men and maintenance

AST ARNHEM

ilingimbi Aboriginal school teacher, automotive workshop auto mechanics
adult educator, literature reported under house maintenance
production supervisor, several construction plumbing and welding
concernee Aboriginal men plumbing

house maintenance 2-10
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rmunity by Pesidents Interviewed

gion (Aboriginal and European)

Community Work Areas

Available for

Training

Number of

Trainees

Involved

Trades where training

Is Peported As Heeded

liwinku council representative, ADC,

officer on a visit from Gove,

carpenter, adult educator,

coordinator of outstation

resource centre

gurugu

rdala

THERItir

runga

swick

council president, mechanic,

carpenter, printer,

electrician, adult educator

GEMCO training officer,

shop manager, town clerk,

several concerned Aboriginal

men

plumber, house builder (an

exceptional Aboriginal person),

adult educator, shop.manager,

carpenter, school principal,

auto mechanic, two

electricians, NADALCO training

officer

entire community council,

mechanic, plumber, council

work supervisor

council president, shop

manager .

automotive

house maintenance

plumbing

electries

essential services

workshop

automotive

printing

house maintenance

electrics

carpentry

automotive

carpentry

plumbing

electrics

automotive

carpentry

plumbing

council workshop

2 (unsupervised)
2
auto mechanics

'several'

3-4

3-4

'several'

2-3

1

7-4

2-3

2

1-2

'several'

2

house maintenance

plumbing and welding

electrics

auto mechanics

house maintenance

auto mechanics

carpentry

plumbing

1-4 auto mechanic

'several' house maintenance

3

1-2 auto mechanics

welding
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=unity hy Residents Interviewed
Igion (Aboriginal and European)

Community Work Areas

Available for

Training

Number of

Trainees

Involved

Trades where training

Is Reported As Needed

\RKLY

jukurr

ike Nash
3

Li Curung

JCS SPRINGS

mta Teresa

council president, diesel

mechanic, adult educator,

office coordinator,

assistant office coordinator,

two lending council members,

Aboriginal automotive

workshop manager (non-

tradesman), school principal,

education adviser, carpenter

(under contract to repair

houses), several concerned

Aboriginal men

two school teachers

council president, several

council members, community

adviser, auto mechanic,

electrician, school principal,

superintendent o education

for Darkly Region

administrative officer,

mechanic, welder, electrician,

plumber, maintenance and

renovation supervisor, adult

edueator, retired adult

Aboriginal assistant
adult educator

diesel workshop

auto mechanics

electrics

house maintenance

plumbing

0

2

3

automotive

welding 0

electrics 1

plumbing and maintenance 1

printing

auto mechanics

house maintenance

auto mechanics

electrics

house maintenance

plumbing and welding

auto mechanics
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mmunity by Residents Tnterviewed

egion (Aboriginal and ruropean)
Community Work Areas

Available for

Training

Number of

Trainees

Involved

Trades where training

Is Reported As Needed

ermannsburg

iendumu
4

opunya

council president, essential

services supervisor, mechanic,

housing manager, bricklayer,

two school teachers

housing manager, mechanic,

essential services supervisor,

printer, bricklayer, teacher/

linguist, adult educaLor,

school principal, Aboriginal

assistant adult educator,

manager of Yuendumu Mining

Co and store

auto mechanic, howling manager,

school principal, two school

teachers, adult educator

automotive

essential services

house maintenance

plumbing

electrics

automotive

carpentry

printing

plumbing

2

7

2-4

1

1

3

'several'

0

1

house construction

electrics

plumbing and welding

bricklaying

bricklaying

carpentry

painting

automotive 2-3 auto mechanics
plumbing and house

maintenance 2-3 house construction

Rain fell heavily during our second day in the community and, as is the custom in some remote Aboriginal
communities', work slowed down significantly. We were unable to visit workshops.

The community was in the process of recruiting an auto mechanic at the time of the visit.

The community was in the early stages of development at the time of the visit. No training facilities were
available and no tradesmen were employed.

The community was in the process of electing a president and other council officers at the time of the visit.
None of the candidates were available for interview.
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However, community leaders would like their people to take a

greater interest in work in trade areas and a more active role in

community maintenance.

Most communities visited, employ tradespersons. The

tradespersons, by and large, seemed aware of their duty as

trainers and most showed a willingness to work toward the

development of trade skills in Aborigines. However, tradespersons

working in remote Aboriginal communities are required to provide

training for Aboriginal people as well as doing the job.

Production demands on tradespersons often mean that training is

given the lowest priority.

Interviews with tradespersons consisted of: fl) outlining the
nature and purpose of the project, (2) discussion the

applicability of the modular training concept and (3) obtaining

considered responses to the question of whether it was possible
for them, given supporting learning material, to impart the
theoretical knowledge necessary for trainees to operate as

tradespersons as the trades are practised in the communities. In

response to this important question, all but two tradespersons
replied that it was possible if trainees applied themselves
diligently and for a prolonged period. Most tradespersons

reported that the main barrier to acquiring trade skills is the

difficulty Aboriginal people have in carrying on training

regularly and for a sufficient time.

All but two of the tradespersons interviewed, stated that they

would co-operate in implementing the proposed training program. A

minority (approximately 20-25 per cent) although reporting that

they would co-operate did not show sufficient enthusiasm to

warrant confidence in them. The majority (approximately 75 per'.

cent) agreed that the modular concept was appropriate. These

seemed to have a genuine desire to see the program move forward.

Workshops

Aboriginal community leaders stated that training would be most

effective if it was community-based, practically oriented and

carried out in the workplace. This would mean that training would

have to take place in community workshops.
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Most Aboriginal communities visited, have wc.:kshops covering a

number of trade areas. These appear to be adequately equipped for

work. None of the tradespersons interviewed complained about a

lack of materials or equipment necessary for doing the job.If a

tradesperson is operating effectively in a community, ie, to the

satisfaction of his or her employers and the community at large,

then it can be taken for granted that the materials and equipment

necessary for doing the job - and for training - are available.

Trainees

Aboriginal people are highly mobile. One manifestation of this

mobility is a high turnover of trainees in the various community

workshops. The number of trainees operating in any community

workshop at a given time varies between nil and ten and sometimes

more. Trainees regularly abandon the workplace for indefinite

periods. Also, individuals are known to train in several trade

areas. For example, a man may take training in auto mechanics,

house maintenance and plumbing all within a few months. In short,

the present training scene in Aboriginal communities is an

exceedingly complex and continuously changing phenomenon.

This rules out the use of statistical methods to build a data

base from which to move toward the design of a program. It would

be an excessively difficult and costly task to prepare valid and

reliable statistical descriptions of training potential. Profiles

would be obsolete, in most cases, before they were completed. A

modular system would be sufficiently flexible to deal with the

high mobility characteristic of Aboriginal society. Trainees

would acquire skills in trade areas exactly as dictated by their

living schedules and their individual levels of motivation.

Trades Needed

Most Aboriginal communities visited, indicated a need for

training in automotive mechanics, carpentry and joinery, welding,

plumbing and electrics.

Plumbing and electrical trades are licensed trades throughout

Australia and the Northern Territory and, therefore, present

special difficulties to Aboriginal trainers.
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Levels of Trade Skills

Presently Held by Aborigines

Tradespersons working in the Aboriginal communities visited
were asked to estimate levels of practical skills and theoretical

knowledge held by trainees employed in their workshops. Table 4
shows the estimates.

Aboriginal trainees learn practical skills in trade areas
more effectively than theoretical knowledge. Project officers

were told that within Aboriginal communities at the present time

there are individuals with notable levels of skill in a range of
t*:ade areas.

Table 4

Estimates of Levels of Practical Skill and Theoretical

Knowledge Held by Trainees Employed in Community Workshops

as Provided by Tradespersons

Pre- App App App App Number
App Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

Theoretical

Knowledge 5 10 2 2 - 19

Practical

Knowledge 3 5 3 5 3 19

Levels of General Education

of Tra..nees

For the purpose ot cathering information on levels of

schooling of likely trair-ct'r it was decided to focus on those

individualb presently wo.ki,c, as trainees in workshops in the
communities. Table 5 so =chooling levels.



Table 5

Number of Years Since Each Trainee Attended School

as a Regular Pupil

Trainee Highest Mainstream Years Away

Grade Equivalent From School

Grade

Number 1 7 4-5 10
Number 2 not known not known not known
Number 3 7 4-5 8

Number 4 7 4-5 8

Number 5 7 4-5 5

Number 6 7 4-5 5

Number 7 7 4-5 5

Number 8 not known not known not known
Number 9 7 4 15
Number 10 9 6 5

Number 11 not known not known not known
Number 12 not known not known not known
Number 13 7 4-5 7

Number 14 7 4-5 10
Number 15 7 4-5 7

Number 16 7 4-5 10
Number 17 7 4-5 10
Number 18 7 4-5 not known
Number 19 7 4-5 not known

Information regarding the schooling of trainees was obtained from

tradespersons, school teachers and others in the communities. In

regard to four trainees no information on schooling could be

found. These individuals were middle-aged men who possibly had

little schooling and who, in any case, had not attended school

for at least twenty years.

Adult educators reported that Aborigines tend not tc use whatever

literacy and numeracy skills they attain, after leaving school.

One would, therefore, expect declining levels of proficiency with

increased time away from school. Discussions with tradesmen and

others confirmed that traditionally oriented Aboriginal adults

generally have very low levels of proficiency in literacy and

numeracy.
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Reams for Small Numbers of Aboriginal People in Remote

Comeunitiea with Recognised Trade Skills

The factors influencing success in training among Aboriginal
people are interrlated and they operate simultaneously. Taken
together they have the effect of preventing most trainees from
progressing beyond the first Block Release.

Abuiginal Cultural Factors

Factors Relating to Aborigines' Experiences. Aboriginal

young people by virtue of their range of experiences lack a

fundamental awareness of the real nature and purpose of

apprenticeship training. The isolation of a remote community
functions as a barrier to appreciating the complexity of modern
Western technology and to acquiring a sense of what must be
learned in order to complete a program of training. Aboriginal

apprentices are unaware of the intensity and duration of strivi4
which an individual serving an apprenticeship in most trades ai
present must undergo. While training in aspects of traditional

life requires rose forma of striving these are significantly

different from the type required to train successfully in a

trade.

Aboriginal apprentices have difficulty in relating to

Western methods of instruction. This is seen most readily in
technical classes. Berris (1980) has shown that emphasis on
verbal explanations and practising isolated portions of

activities in contrived settings conflicts at a basic level with
Aboriginal forme of instruction and learning. As such,
compulsory technical classes represent a barrier to the

acquisition of formal trade qualifications by Aboriginal people.

ANIriginal apprentices generally have little or no

understanding of the intended outcomes of apprenticeship
training. They lack the background necessary to form a realistic
image of life as a tradesperson. They begin apprenticeship

training without a clear picture of the effects of practising it

i

trade in terms of changes to individual habits, attitudes

interpersonal relations and ways of living in general. Principa



role models for Aboriginal young people are adults of their own

race. Contact with tradespersons is infrequent at best. This is

significant in terms of shaping the aspirations of young people.

Aboriginal young people aspire to approximately those forms of

activity carried out by Aboriginal adults and more or less

exclude the forms of activity carried out by European adults. As

a result, young Aboriginal people have limited conceptions of

life in the trades.

Aboriginal apprentices are generally not able to function

effectively alone and without assistance for prolonged periods in

an urban environment. Factors including the absence of family

support and traditional fellowship, diversions of the city and

others combine to cause an overpowering feeling of alienation in

a young person and the desire to return to the home community. As

such, technical classes in urban centres represent a barrier to

the acquisition of trade qualifications by Aboriginal people.

rectors Relating to Systems of Interpersonal Relations Among

Aborigines

Aboriginal individuals are often discouraged by their peers from

forming close relationships with Europeans. Frequently when an

individual is seen being friendly with a European, he is

ridiculed in the hope that it will end the relationship. Barris

(1980:64) comments on this behaviour:

Sometimes wl,en Yolngu go to Darwin for training courses and

come back to Milingimbi, if they are not very careful about

using their new-gained knowledge discreetly, they will be

mercilessly, though subtly, teased until they behave largely

as they did before they were trained. And in another area,

Yolngu who spend too much time with Balanda sometimes are

'cut down' and soon spend less time with them.

This has important implications for training. Trainees, in order

to be successful, must develop and maintain close working

relationships with tradespersons. Pressure directed at preventing

such relationships can act as a barrier to the acquisition of

skills.
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The suggestion has been made that having skills in trade areas,

functions to increase the status of individual Aborigines in

their home communities. Whether this is so, is not clear. An

adult of some status may find trade skills useful in this regard.

However, it is questionable whether an adolescent with trade

skills would find them equally useful in boosting his status.

Individuals who through persistence and determination are able to

acquire high levels of skill in trade areas - irrespective of

whether the skills are formally recognised - often find that they

are too much in demand. This is particularly so when relatives

make demands on them which are considered legitimate in the'

context of Aboriginal culture, but which can lead to overwork..

The result, very often, is that these exceptional individuals1

withdraw from practising the skills they have learned.

Difficulty of Aborigines in Coming to Terms with the

Western Concept of Work

European benefs and ways of living differ at a basic level from

those of traditional Aborigines. Work in the sense of a regular

application of effort for financial reward, forms a basic

building block in the structure of European culture. The

significance of work can be seen from the fact that its declining

availability is currently presenting a major difficulty for

Western societies. Work, or

central point of reference in

Among traditional Aborigines

the desire for it, represents a

the lives of most European people.

this is not the case. Aborigines

hold characteristic conceptions of situations requiring effort

but these are not congruent with the European concept of work.

At present, a large number of traditional Aboriginal people ar

not inclined toward full participation

to European standards. They are not

long-term

industries

Aboriginal

and others

employment. Where work is

located

staff is

in the economy accordin

interested in full-tim

availab3e, such as

near remote communities, turnover amond

extremely high. In addition, tradespLrsons

employed in Aboriginal communities report that workers

4140:
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regularly abandon the workplace for such periods that they lose

skills previously acquired. Young people are often directed into

training by elders merely in order to occupy them so they avoid

becoming involved in undesirable activities. Having little

interest in work, most trainees abandon the workplace.

At present time, there is no compelling economic reason why

Aboriginal people in remote communities should acquire and use

skills in trade areas. The apprenticeship system is designed in

part to give young people the skills they require to earn a

living and satisfy their needs. Aborigines in remote communities

are able to satisfy their needs without many of the skills

considered by Europeans to be essential.

Factors Relating to the Structure and Functions of

Conventional Training Programs

In addition to barriers to the acquisition of trade skills

resulting from aspects of Aboriginal culture, there are also

barriers associated with the structure and functions of the

system of training itself. The conventional system of

apprenticeship training prepares individuals for mobility in

employment. Mobility here refers both to the location of

employment and to movement between classifications of work within

a trade. A person trained in.a trade in a particular location

should be able to practise that trade in any other location in

Australia regardless of variations in climate, materials or

techniques of work. Also, a person trained in a trade should in

theory be able to practise in any form of work which occurs

within the trade regardless of the variations in knowledge and

skill required. For example, a plumber who has completed an

apprenticeship with a firm specialising in plumbing family homes

should be equally competent in plumbing multi-storey buildings.

Tt is desirable that training aims provide for mobility in

employment so that the scope of technical knowledge and practical

skills which apprentices must acquire is wider than would be

necessary to train individuals for work in one location or trade

classification.
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As Harris (1980) points out, Aboriginal people are extremely

pragmatic by nature and unlike Europeans are generally not

preoccupied with learning. Where a form of knowledge has no
application to their situation they tend to show little interest

in it. Thus, the emphasis in training programs on knowledge and

skills which have no application in Aboriginal communities acts

as a barrier to the acquisition of trade skills by traditional

Aboriginal people.

Similarly, the current system of training contains an

incongruency between the knowledge which an apprentice must

assimilate in order to satisfy the requirements of block release

and the knowledge which he must have to operate effectively as a

tradesperson. The two sets of knowledge are typically quite

different. The problem originates in the differences which exist

between the technical education in the classroom and the reality

of the workplace. Curriculum advisory committees and instructors

in technical colleges sometimes take the view that where

theoretical knowledge is concerned more is better. The final
effect can be a set of block release requirements which bear

little relation to efficient practice on the job.

Aboriginal people have difficulty relating to technical

instruction. Reasons for this are: (,) they tend to have a lower

standard of literacy and numeracy than apprentices representing

the mainstream; (2) they are handicapped by their relative

inability to relate to the European instructional style; and (3)

they are pragmatic and take little interest in assinilating

knowledge which has no immediate application. Thus, the emphasis

on technical knowledge, much of which is extraneous to the

practice of a trade, represents a barrier to the acquisition of

trade qualifications by Aboriginal people.

Factors Relating to the Nature and Functions of Tradespersons

in Remote Aboriginal Communities

Most tradespersons working in xsmote Aboriginal communities are

not able to fulfil their function as trainers of Aboriginal

people. The training component in almost all cases represents a

substantial portion of a tradesperson's set of duties. In most
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cases, however, in order to meet the production requirements and

expectations of the community, they are unable to find the time

necessary to provide training.

Also, it appears that the negative view of Aborigines held by a

small percentage of the tradespersons operating in remote

Abcriginal communities makes them unsuitable to providing

training.
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CHAPTER4

SEARCH FOR A MORE EFFECTIVE TRAINING SYSTEM

In this Chapter, the details of the search for an alternative

training system are outlined.

After discovering why so few Aboriginal people in remote

communities possess recognised trade skills, project officers

began searching for a method of training which would address all

- or most of - the problems. First, a number of training

institutions both in the Territory and elsewhere were visited.

Then the literature on apprenticeship training systems throughout

Australia and in some other countries was examined.

On of the training systems studied was developed by the

International Labour Organisation (ILO) for use in developing

countries, and it was this method which was finally selected and

adapted for use by Aboriginal people.

The ILO method is fundamentally different from the apprenticeship

style of training of most industrialised countries. It may, at

first, be difficult to grasp. With this in mind, some time has

been devoted to comparing details ' the ILO with conventional

training methods.

Visits to Training Institutions

Training institutions visited by researchers included

institutions in the Northern Territory and in other States. The

purpose of the visits to institutions in the Territory was fo

general observation, while the purposes of the visits interstate

were: (1) to develop a basic understanding of current trends, in

training elsewhere in Australia, (2) to gather ideas which might

be useful in designing an alternative system of training for
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Aboriginal people in remote communities and (3) to avoid if

possible the costly duplication of material and effort in

relating to the new training system.

Tnstitutions visited in the Northern.Territory were the Territory

Training Centre at Darwin, Batchelor College at Batchelor and the

Arnhem Land Progress Association Training School at Galiwinku.

The Territory Training Centre operates courses in

pre-apprenticeship training as well as in practical work for

apprentices in their first year of training. Batchelor College

offers programs in teacher education for Aboriginal students and

is also equipped with workshops suitable for training in several

areas. The Arnhem Land Progress Association School offers short

courses in retail work for Aboriginal people in remote

communities throughout central and Northern Australia.

As part of the survey of training systems in other States, a

communique was sent to offices of training authorities including

industrial training commissions and TAPE centres. Information was

requested in the ares of training programs designed especially

for Aboriginal communities, modular training programs and mobile

training workshops in operation. The request was made with a view

to deriving benefit from the experiences of other States as well

as to avoid the duplication of material and effort.

Interstate travel included visits to fifteen training

institutions, government departments and other relevant

organisations in Victoria, New South Wales, Queensland and the

Australian Capital Territory.

An interview schedule was prepared prior to undertaking travel

(Appendix B).

Innovative methods of training were observed in several

institutions.. However, all new developments in training were seen

to involve work within institutions. No initiative has yet

appeared in the way of basing training in remote areas.

None of the States visited, differentiate statistically between

Aboriginal trainees and others. Therefore, they were unable to
assess the effectiveness of training programs for Aboriginal
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The state of the apprenticeship system gave rise to a range of

reactions. At one extrene, respondents favoured the traditional

system and wanted it to continue more or less in its present form

indefinitely. At the other extreme, respondents saw the

traditional system as an anachronism and recommended extensive

revision of it.

Respondents from the majority of institutions tended toward the

latter view..The general belief is that the conventional system

of apprenticeship is gradually disappearing and should be replaced

with a more flexible system of training. The indicator of decline

was taken to be the decreasing number of apprenticeships

available throughout Australia. The more flexible system of

training would take the form of accelerated institution-based

training with short courses in specialised areas.

Most respondents reported an expectation of gradual moves away

from the traditional system of training in the direction of

institution-based training. Virtually all respondents reported

expecting opposition to this trend from various groups in the

community.

Most responses were supportive of modular instruction. Some

respondents stressed the need for a combination of modular

instruction ane performance-based assessment.

The question of the use of video also drew opposite responses.

Respondents who felt that its usefulness was exaggerated

preferred training which was entirely practical. The opposite

view was that video, although costly, produced good results when

used in combination with other instructional methods. Adherents

to this view stressed that video should not be overused and

should not replace an instructor.

A mobile training unit was visited and was observed tc be,

operating with some success; however, the main problem was that!

no sponsors for trainees exist in many of the outlying areas

visited by the unit. The result is that training is short-term

ane does not lead to extended practice in the trades.

Most respondents agreed that the concept of a national bank of
training materials was a useful idea.
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Apprenticeship Training in Australia

Outside the Northern Territory

This section describes apprenticeship training systems outside

the Northern Territory. The main points of the systems are

highlighted. The details of systems peculiar to individual States

are not mentioned unless they seem particularly relevant to the

project. Readers wishing to obtain a more detailed description of

apprenticeship programs throughout Australia should consult

Essential Features of Australian Apr.renticeship Systems (1982).

Durations of Apprenticeships

Most terms of apprenticeship are for four years. Apprenticeship

begins with a probationary period of three months but may be

extended up to a maximum of twelve months in some States. Systems

in all States contain provisions for reducing apprenticeship

terms. The two most common factors permitting a trainee to take

part in a reduced term of indenture are:

1. Knowledge and Skill. If a trainee has gained knowledge and

skill relevant to the apprenticeship the term of indenture

may be reduced.

1. Age. If a person begins an apprenticeship at an age which

the apprenticeship authority considers advanced for the

commencement of an apprenticeship, the term of the

apprenticeship may be reduced.

Authority to determine the length of an apprenticeship typically

lies with a committee of representatives

industry and the trades.

from

Educational Requirements for Entry into Apprenticeship

government,

Educational qualifications for entry into apprenticeship vary

among States. Some States require no formal qualifications
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for entry into training. Others require qualifications at the

level of min-secondary school for entry into some training

programs and no qualifications for entry into other programs.

Still other States have grouped the trades into categories and

require varying qualifications for entry - usually at the level

of mid-secondary school - depending on the nature of the trade.

Ace Limits on Entry into Apprenticeship

Most States specify fifteen years as a minimum age for entry into

apprenticeship training. Other States do not specify that an

applicant must be a minimum of fifteen years of age in order to

begin training although in these States the minimum age for

leaving school is fifteen years.

None of the States specify a maximum age for entry into,

apprenticeship training.

Compulsory Technical Training

Technical training for apprentices is compulsory in all States.

In most States trainees are required to attend block release or

day release classes where these are available. Where classes are

not available trainees must undertake technical training by

correspondence.

In some States failure to participate in technical instruction

may lead to an apprentice being fined. In all States failure to

participate in technical training may result in the suspension of

training or the cancellation of indenture.

Employers are required to grant apprentices leave to attend

approved courses of technical instruction.

Examination and Issue of Trade Certificates

TAFF authorities in all States are responsible for conducting

examinations in technical training courses.
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In most States successful completion of technical training is not

essential for the completion of an apprenticeship and the issue

of a trade certificate. However, in order to be formally

recognised as a fully qualified tradesperson (this occurs in the

form of the issue of a higher form of trade certificate) a

trainee must complete both the period of indenture and the

prescribed technical courses.

Only Western Australia at present routinely requires apprentices

to submit to an on-the-job trade examination, which is conducted

by representatives of the apprenticeship training authority.

Apprenticeship Training Outside Australia

Apprenticeship training systems in most countries are complex and

dynamic. They vary extensively both among administrative

divisions and between trades. A description of all pathways to

tradesperson's status in countries selected is beyond the scope

of this report. The purpose of this section is to give a general

sense of the range of methods used to train tradespersons.

United Kingdom

According to Henneken (1984) apprenticeship training in the

United Kingdom has changed dramatically in the past two decades.

The situation since the early 1960s has moved from one in which

there was minimal government involvement in training with

apprenticeships being conducted by industry in line with

agreements between employers and unions, to one in which

government, through a series of Training Boards, regulated

training initially to a fairly high degree and later to lesser

degrees, to the present situation in which training in most

trades is again being done under voluntary agreements between

employers and unions. In addition, there have been major

developments in several areas representing non-traditional

training. We shall,consider three such areas and outline briefly

the nature of the initiatives.

School System Initiatives. At present there are a number of

pilot projects in operation involving four-year programs in

apprenticeship training for secondary students. The aim is to

prepare a route leading to nationally recognised qualifications
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within the secondary education system. In addition to this, e

number of pre-vocational courses have been provided for young

people remaining in school after the age of sixteen years

(Henneken, 1984).

Youth Trainina Scheme. This initiative provides an integrated

program of training and work experience. The program lasts one

year and includes a minimum of thirteen weeks off-the-job

training. The aim of the program is to give school leavers a

range of skills and thus prepare them to compete more effectively

in the job market (Henneken, 1984).

Modernisation of Occupational Training. This scheme represents

an attempt to make apprenticeship more flexible and responsive toi

changing occupations while developing the skills needed tot

practise successfully in trade areas. Coherent sets of training,

standards and certificates of competence are currently being

developed. These are intended to cover achievement in

apprenticeship training and throughout working life. After

completion of the development of these mechanisms there will

appear a range of methods by which the standards could be

achieved 'Manpower Services Commission, 1984).

West Germany

The apprenticeship system in Germany has two aspects. One

involves training on the job. The other involves training at a

part-tine vocational school. The legal framewoiks for practical

and theoretical training are maintained by the Federal and State

Governments respectively. Most young people who undertake

apprenticeship do so according to this system.

The apprenticeship training contract which is established between

an employer and an apprentice is basic to the structure of thd

training system. The contract contains agreement on the followin

points (Henneken, 1984:21).

(a) The occupation for which training is to be given;



(b) the time of commencement and the duration of apprenticeship
'Apprenticeship periods are three years in most trades];

(c) details of technical education to be undertaken;

(di normal hours of training;

le) duration of the probation period;

(fl payment to the apprentice;

(g) details of leave for the apprentice;

(h) conditions leading to possible termination of the contract.

Apprenticeship finishes with a final examination. The examination

indicates whether the apprentice has been successful and

certifies the individual es a tradesperson.

Denmark

Apprenticeship in Denmark, according to Henneken (1984), operates

both in trade areas and in commercial and clerical work. This

description concerns apprenticeship as given for positions in

trade areas only.

Before beginning an apprenticeship, a contract is established

between the employer and the apprentice. Terms of the contract

are set out in accordance with guidelines provided by the

Directorate of Labour.

The first months of an apprenticeship represent a probationary

period during which the contract may he cancelled by either party

without prejudice.

The term of an apprenticeship in most trades is four years.

Shortly after beginning an apprenticeship an apprentice attends

the first block at a technical college. The course operates for

forty hours a week for twelve weeks. In both this first block and

in the later blocks, instruction is both practical and

theoretical. Toward the end of the first block the employer is

given the opinion of the school as to the aptitude of the

apprentice for training in the trade in question (Henneken,

19S41.
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A test is normally given during the fourth block.

test r specified by a testing commission of
(nenneken, 1984).

When the term of the apprenticeship has

apprenticeship certificate is issued.

Details of the

the government

expired, an

United States

As in Australia, approaches to apprenticeship in the United

Vtates vary between States. In addition, the system is such that

in most States apprenticeship is only one of several pathways

leading to tradesperson's status. Besides the conventional

four-year apprenticeship, training can be undertaken through

private training institutions, through union sponsored programs

or through federally run training agencies. In addition, in some

States a route to tradesperson's status is experience on the job,

i.e., a labourer works in a particular occupational area so long

as his experience is regarded (by the unions as equivalent to the

training needed to be classified as a tradesperson (Stevenson,

1980).

It should be noted here that the degree to which an individual is

able to work in a particular trade is often determined by the

extent of control which unions hold in that trade. Often unions

act as arbiters with respect to determining the acceptability of

alternative training methods.

In the State of California apprenticeship operates in ways which

axe quite different from the conventional method. The principal

route to tradesperson status is experience on the job of a type

and duration regarded by the union as adequate for classification
8. tradesperson. Secondary routes include training with Federal

agencies and training with union supported schemes (Stevenson,

1980).

Technical instruction is given in high schools and Pegional

Occupational Centres. In addition to apprentices taken technical

instruction many university students take it for credit toward a

degree. The content of technical courses in most cases is set by

course instructors (Stevenson, 1980).

Canada

In Canada, systems of apprenticeship vary between provinces. For

the most part, however, apprenticeships are of four years'
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duration and consist of technical instruction and practical

experience. Regulation of training is carried out by trade

advisory committees in the various provinces. The committees are

made up of representatives of employers, employees and provincial

governments.

Techniral instruction is undertaken in blocks. Most block courses

run for eight weeks per year (Stevenson, 1980).

In a few provinces training in certain selected trades is

modular. Secondary schools suitably equipped are free to select

modules from the trade program and teach them. Students who

successfully complete modular components receive full credit for

these in subsequent apprenticeship.

Some provinces provide pre-vocatio.lal courses in the form of

full-time programs of one year for school leavers. Success in

pre-vocational programs can result in credit for all technical

training in an apprenticeship program and up to two years of

credit for time served toward an apprenticeship (Stevenson,

1980).

An extensive search of the literature on apprenticeship in other

countries yielded no indication of the existence of the kind of

program envisaged for Aboriginal people in remote communities.

Some interesting programs have been implemented in parts of the

United States and Canada; however, these are relatively

small-scale local initiatives as opposed to State-wide programs.

In addition, invariably the programs involve training within

institutions instead of on the job.

The International Labour Organisation's

Modular Training System

The International Labour Organisation (ILO) has developed a

system of training which is proving very effective in developing

countries. The system is called Modules of Employable Skill

(MES). It is founded on a philosophy of training which is

different from that which underlies training systems in most

industrialised countries.

The basic characteristics of the system are as follows:

instruction is systematic, modular and learner-centred;
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skills learned by trainees are those needed for effective

performance on the.job;

knowledge acquired by trainees is that which is essential to

safe and efficient work;

standards of training are the same standards of work

displayed by successful workmen in the workplace;

success in training is indicated by trainees passing an

accredited task performance test involving activities which

they would be expected to carry out on the job and standards

of work as required by the employer.

MES training programs have the advantage of flexibility both

in terms of rates of progress of individual trainees and in

relation to potential for updating in response to changes in

technology.

With some adaptation the MES system should prove useful for

Aboriginal people in remote communities.

At this point the discussion moves to a brief comparison of

conventional and MES training systems. The purpose of the

comparison is to provide some background in the theory of MES

training. This should assist the reader in comprehending the

system as outlined later.

A Comparison of Conventional and MES Training Styles

Conventional apprenticeship programs as they are organised in

most industrialised countries are based on conventional training

principles. The MES approach to training, a variation of which

is recommended for Aboriginal people in remcte communities, is

founded on an alternative set of principles. The two sets of

principles, if considered in their complete forms, are mutually

exclusive. The purpose of this section is to compare the two

sets of training principles. The principles and their respective

systems are examined with respect to: (1) the essential nature of

a trade, (2) the structure and functions of training programs,

and (3) the definition of a tradesperson.
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Essential Nature of a Trade

A trade, in conventional terms, is a particular area of work

defined as such by legislation, preparation for which involves a

fixed term of apprenticeship and prescribed technical instruction

and for which a certificate is given. Trades are broad areas of

craft work involving both general and specific tasks and skills

and requiring both generalised and specialised technical

knowledge. Standards of work, while said to be important are not

specified. There' exists among tradespersons, employers and

government training authorities an informal understanding of what

constitutes acceptable standards. Ideal practice of a particular

trade means performing, or being able to perform, all work

normally undertaken by tradespersons trained in that trade (DISH,

1985).

In contrast, in the MES approach to training, a trade is

defined as skilled work in a recognised trade area as carried out

in a specified workplace at any given time and for which a

tradesperson's wage is paid. Trades are areas of craft work

involving specific tasks and skills and requiring specialised

technical knowledge. Standards of work are agreed upon by

industry, labour and government training authorities. Standards

are clearly specified and are available to anyone involved in

production or training.

Ideal practice of a trade within the framework of the MES

model means performing the job of a tradesman in the workplace to

the accepted standard (ILO, 1984).

Structure and Functions of

Training Programs

In the conventional system, training programs are

time-based. In order to qualify.as a tradesperson an individual

must serve a formal apprenticeship as well as completing a

program of technical study. The length of the apprenticeship in

all trades is specified by legislation. In most trades the term

is four years. K1.owledg2 and skills essential to performing the

job of a tradesperson in any particular trade are nowhere

specified (DISH, 1985).
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The emphasis in conventional training is on the structure of

programs. The period of time served and the technical study are

primary while the skills and standards of work required are

secondary. This it not to suggest that knowledge and skills are

viewed as unimportant. The point is that it is taken for granted

that as long as the structure of a program is adhered to with

sufficient rigour the knowledge and skills needed to work

effectively as a tradesperson will.be transferred to trainees

more or less as a matter of course (DISH, 1985).

MES is performance-based. To qualify as tradespersons, trainees

must dernnstrate in a formal test that they can perform the job

of tradespersons to the standard acceptable to industry, labour

and government (ILO, 1984).

The MES model emphasises the content of programs. The knowledge

and skills required for competence on the job are primary while

the training process is secondary. This is not to say that the

structure of training programs is unimportant. However, it is not

taken for granted that a training program will necessarily

prepare a person for competent practice in a trade. A valid trade

test must be taken before a person can be certified as competent.

On the structure of training programs, the MEV, approach is

flexible. In general, designs are useful if they aim to bring

trainees to accepted standards of practice without reference to a

specified period of time. MES also recognises as valid skills

acquired informally, i.e. outside systematic training programs,

as long as the person holding the skills is able to meet the

accepted standard of work as demonstrated by passing a valid

trade or performance test (ILO, 1984).

In the conventional apprenticeship system the technical knowledge

which apprentices must assimilate in order to qualify as

tradespersons is determined through interactions between

representatives of industry, labour, government training

authorities and technica] training institutions. The relationship

between the technical knowledge which apprentices must learn and

the practice of the trade in the workplace is not precisely

stated. It is assumed that the technical knowledge ledrned in

attendance in technical classes will have useful application in

the workplace (DISE, 1985).

,
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In the MES model decisions on technical knowledge which trainees

must learn are made in the course of preparing the learning

material. Technical knowledge is included only if it is regarded

by practising tradespersons to be essential to performing the

work of a tradesperson as it is done in the workplace to the

accepted standard. Training programs are haced on careful

analyses of jobs and include only that technical knowledge which

is necessary to the competent performance of jobs.

In the conventional system of apprenticeship (as practised in

most States and the Northern Territory) schooling to the level of

mid-secondary is required for entry into most apprenticeship

programs. Literacy and numeracy skills and a general education to

this level are seen as necessary to enable apprentices to cope

effectively with the technical knowledge and instructional style

in compulsory technical classes (DISE, 1985).

MES generally requires less than the conventional system in terms

of aualifications for entry into training programs. Entrance

requirements

requirements

the entrance

are specific to each task as determined by the

of various tasks. While this means that in theory

requirements for a range of tasks could be quite

diverse, in practice, most tasks require only basic familiarity

with the workshops. The only entrance requirements which apply to

all tasks as a rule are: (1) the physical fitness needed to work

successfully in the job, and (2) a clear indication that the

trainee can benefit from instruction (ILO, 1984).

Definition of a Tradesperson

In conventional practice a qualified tradesperson is an

individual who has fulfilled the requirements of an

apprenticeship program including

instruction (DISE, 1985).

In terms of the MES model

indentures and technical

a qualified tradesperson is an

individual who has taken and passed a valid trade or performance

test based on standards of work agreed upon by industry, labour

and government and is, therefore, able to perform the work of a

tradesperson as it is done in the workplace.
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CHAPTER5

AN ALTERNATIVE TRAINING SYSTEM

This chapter contains an outline of the proposed alternative

system of training. After identifying an alternative training

system for adaptation, project officers prepared a learning

module for pilot testing. The procedures described here were

followed in developing and testing the pilot module. They

involved identifying a task, establishing task specifications and

performance standards, and assembling relevant learning material.

This chapter also contains a selection on the relevance of the

system to specific training problems of Aboriginal people in

remote communities.

The Modular Integrated Training System

The alternative training method is entitled the Modular

Integrated Training System (MITS). MITS is a systems proach to

training designed specially for Aboriginal people in remote

communities. It aims to equip Aboriginal people with employable

skills in trade areas. The design is based on the International

Labour Organisation's approach to training entitled Modules of

Employable Skills (MES).

Untrained

Person

MITS

IN. 1111. IND ,112. =I. .0

Feedback and Control
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The characteristics of MITS are as follows:

1. Instruction is modular and learner-centred;

2. Knowledge and skills acquired by trainees are those needed

to perform the job of a tradesperson as it is done in the

workplace;

3. Standards of training are those which apply in the

workplace;

4. Assessment is performance-based;

5. Recognition is given for previously acquired knowledge and

skills where they meet the standard of work required.

At this point definitions of key terms relating to MITS are

given. These are intended to aid the reader in interpreting the

detailed outline of the system which follows.

De.finitions

Task. A unit of work identified as a result of dividing a

job into self-contained parts.

Task Specification. A detailed analysis of the

requirements, actions and knowledge observed as applied by a

tradesperson in completing a task to an acceptable standard

together with a list of items for assessing the performance

of trainees.

Task Elements. Individual steps logically sequenced as

carried out by a tradesperson in the course of performing a

task.

Learning Element. A booklet of learning material usually

covering between one and five units of knowledge relating to

a task element.
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Progress Check. An objective test at the end of a learning

element which precisely measures whether the trainee has

assimilated the knowledge and skills specified in the

learning element.

Module. Comprises the Task Specification and a set of

learning elements containing all units of knowledge

essential to completing a task.

Task Performance Test. A test administered at the end of

each module designed to measure whether a trainee has

assimilated adequately the knowledge and skills of a module.

Preparation of Learning Material

This procedure should be followed in preparing all learning

material for MITS programs.

A particular area of work is identified as requiring MITS

application.

Areas of work identified as requiring MITS application up to

the present time are: automotive mechanics, carpentry and

joinery, welding, plumbing and electrics.

A list of tasks is assembled.

The task list should include all forms of skilled work which

a tradesperson is required to perform in the course of
carrying out the normal duties of his position. In order to

assemble the list of tasks the National Core Curricula

should be referred to. Also, advice should. be requested

from selected radespersons employed in Aboriginal

communities and where necessary to avoid confusion

tradespersons in Aboriginal communities should be observed

doing their work.

Each individual task is analysed in terms of the method in

which the work is done.

Specific steps carried out by tradespersons when performing

the task should be outlined in detail.
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Each step is analysed in terms of the knowledge needed to

carry it out. The units of knowledge are placed in the

following categories as applicable: (1) technical knowledge,

(2) safety and hygiene, (3) other information.

The knowledge is divided into small measurable units. The

measure of one unit of knowledge should be the application

of a single precise behavioural objective.

Booklets of learning material are prepared covering the

units of knowledge needed to carry out all steps of all

tasks on the list of tasks.

Learning elements should generally contain between one and

five units of knowledge and should be grouped with attention

to both relatedness and convenience.

Learning elements are prepared in a standard format each

containing a precise statement of objectives, learning

material and a progress check.

Instruction and Assessment

Instruction in MITS programs should proceed as follows:

Instruction takes place in community workshops under the

supervision of tradespersons employed by Aboriginal

communities.

Training consists of trainees working through individual

learning elements relating to specific modules.

Learning material should be prepared so as to permit trainees to

proceed with a minimum of instruction by tradespersons. Where

trainees are not able to interpret the learning material,

step-by-step instruction should be given by tradespersons. In

these instances the learning elements should function as precise

guides to instruction for the tradespersons.



A trainee should work through the learning material and

acquire knowledge and skills at his own pace.

Selection of particular modules for training should be made

by trainees. Selection of modules is subject to approval by

tradesperionS and within the constrain'ts imposed by the work

in the workshops.
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A trainee successfully completes the progress check of a

particular learning element before moving to the next

learning element.

Normally when a trainee has successfully passed the progress

checks of all learning elements in a module he would be

eligible to take the performance test for that module.

Trainees would not necessarily be required to complete all

of the learning elements in a module before undertaking the

modular performance test. The test can be taken by a trainee

after the tradesperson reports that he has reached the

required standard of work for that module.

A trainee should normally complete one particular module

including passing the performance test before undertakingt

work on another module.

The Task Performance Test. A test for each individual module

should be undertaken by a trainee as soon as possible after the

tradesperson reports that the trainee has reached the required

standard of work for that task.

The testing procedure is as follows:

Pre aration,re uirements for the test are carried out b the

tradesperson.

The test is administered by test supervisor$ assigned by

TAFE. Test supervisors should observe candidattsperforming

s ecified tasks and should check their erformance a ainst

the minimum performance standard.

Results of a task performance test are interpreted as either;

'pass' or 'fail'.

Preparation of Task Performance Tests. The design of the task

performance test for each individual module is based on the
following considerations:
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1. Work related activities which a person will be expected to

carry out after completion of the module,

2. Standards of work which the person will be required to

achieve as outlined by employers and supervisors,

3. Conditions under which the person will be expected to work.

Certification

Certification of trainees should take place as follows:

A TAFE statement of achievement should be issued for each

module which a trainee completes.

Completion of a module can be taken to be the passing of the

task performance test for that module.

After trainees have passed the task performance test for all

the modules in a particular trade area, they may have

"tradesperson status" conferred via the NT TAFE

accreditation process.

Relevance of MITS to Specific Training Problems

of Aboriginal People in Remote Communities

A central part of the research in this project was an analysis of

the failure of the conventional apprenticeship system to transfer

Aboriginal apprentices into tradespersons. The analysis was

prepared after extensive discussion with Aboriginal people in

remote communities, adult educators, tradespersons employed by

community councils, representatives of the Darwin Institute of

Technology and others. The various points outlined were given

careful consideration by project officers in the course of

developing the alternative system of training.

A point-by-point summary of the identified reasons for the

small numbers of Aboriginal tradespersons as discussed in Chapter

3 and the corresponding advantages of the Moduldr Integrated

Training System follows:
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Aboriginal voungL peopl by virtue of their range of

oxverience lack a fundamental awareness of the nature and
rurneam of annrenticeohin. This, are unaware of the

atonsity and duration of striving necessary for success in

pporenticoahin.

In a conventional training program the apprentice is in an

all-or-nothing situation. He either completes the roquirements
for full trade qualifications or he fails. He must strive
sometimes intensely and for a prolonged period. For a

traditionally oriented Aboriginal trainee this typioally moons

anticipation, anxiety and tension, gradual recognition of an
inability to cope, eventual failure and, finally, feelings of
frustration.
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In the MITS approach to training, trainees are able to progress

at a rate which they define. As they are not bound to fixed times

for training they are in a more favourable position to come to

terms with technical knowledge and skills which are basically

alien to Aboriginal culture.

Aboriginal apprentices have difficulty in relating to

Western methods of instruction. Emphasis on verbal

exp]anations and practising isolated portions of activities

in contrived settings conflict with Aboriginal forms of

instruction and learning.

In conventional apprenticeship programs Aboriginal apprentices

have difficulty with block release. In block release sections of

programs they are required to move from their home communities to

an urban environment and they are required to assimilate a

relatively large amount of technical knowledge in a classroom

setting.

MITS training is carried out in the workshops of remote

Aboriginal communities and relative to the work normally carried

on in the workshops. A MITS program requires that a tradesperson

is present who is committed to Aboriginal training. Where this is

the case the system can capitalise on the good relations between

a tradespersons and their trainees. As the know]edge and skills

involved are entirely Western, attempts to teach in Lhe

Aboriginal way may not be possible or, as far as some potentially

dangerous tasks are concerned, not even desirable.

Aboriginal apprentices have little or no understanding of

the intended outcomes of apprenticeship training. The., begin

apprenticeship _programs without a clear picture of the

effects of practising a trade in terms of changes to

individual habits and ways of living.

In conventional training programs it is desirable that

apprentices change their habits and ways of living so as to meet

the demands which apprenticeship places upon them. For Aboriginal,

apprentices this may require far greater adjustments than for

Europeans. In any case, Aboriginal apprentices, in attempting the,

transition, are not able to carry it on for the time required tot

complete an apprenticeship. They typically withdraw from

apprenticeship at some point and revert to the habits and

schedules most familiar to them.
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In the MITS approach the behaviour of trainees is constrained to

the minimum by participation in training. Trainees are able to

train according to their preferred schedules governed by their

relationships with their instructors (the tradespersons).

Aboriginal apprentices are not able to function effectively

for prolonged periods in an urban environment.

The conventional apprenticeship requires that apprentices take

some part of their training in an urban setting. MITS training,

by contrast, is carried on in remote Aboriginal communities.

Aboriginal individuals are often discouraged by their peers

from forming close relationships with Europeans.

nITs contains nothing which addresses this point. In situations

where Aboriginal people are effectively prevented from forming

sound working relationships with tradespersons it is difficult to

see how technical knowledge and skills could be transferred to

them by any means.

Aboriginal people are not inclined toward full participation

in the economy according to European standards.

Unlike the conventional apprenticeship in which an apprentice is

faced with only two ottcomes: tradesperson and failure, the MITS

alternative permits trainees to aspire to many outcomes. In the

MITS approach each trainee acquires knowledge and skill as

determined by his or her own personal level of motivation. A

trainee dan take training in whatever number of tasks he or she

likes subject to the approval of the instructor including all

tasks relevant to work in a trade.

Aboriginal people take little interest in knowledge which

has no application to their immediate situation.
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In conventional apprenticeship programs ooprentices are typically

required to assimflate technical knowledge beyond that which is

essential for the effective performance of the job as it is

carried out in the workplace.

The MITS approach td training functions to de-mystify the

knowledge of the trades by focusing on the knouledge and skills

required for effective performance on the job. The trainee is

ahle to see direct application of the knowledge presented to him

or her. As a result, the trainee is less likely to become

bewildered by the technical knowledge.

In some cases tradespersons do not have sufficient time to

provide training for Aborigines.

As with the conventional apprenticeship system MITS relies on

qualified tradespersons to develop trade skills in trainees. In

terms of training methodology, however, MITS represents an

improvement on the conventional system. Where trainees have a

reading comprehension level which is sufficiently high for them

to read the learning material they may work somewhat

independently with only occasional help from the tradesperson. If

trainees are not able to read the learning material, considerable

leading is required on the part of the tradesperson. Where this

is the case the learning material represents a clear, precise and

systematic guide to instruction for the tradesperson.

The economic factor: At the present time there is no

compellina economic reason why Aboriginal people in remote

communities should acquire and use skills in trade areas.

This is another factor which the MITS alternative is not equipped,

to address.



CHAPTER6

NOTES ON IMPLEMENTATION

Presenting a design for an alternative system of training is one

step on the path toward the ultimate goal of having Aborigines

(acquire and use trade skills. Before the design can be put into

use legislative restrictions on training must be removed, the

concerns of DISH and the trades union regarding the new training

system must be addressed, details of payment (economic

incentives) for trainees must be negotiated with community

councils and other government departments and the role of the

tradesperson as instructor must be explored.

This chapter is concerned with some of the problems relating

to the implementation of MITS.

The Northern Territory Department of Industry

and Small Business

Three meetings were held with representatives of the Department

of Industry and Small Business (DISB). The first meetirg tool,

pdace in September 1984 shortly after officers began the pi)jc,J..

The second meeting was held in March 1985 and the third in July

1985. The purpose of the meetings was to identify options for an

alternative system of training for Aboriginal people in remote

communities which would be acceptable to DISH as the government

training authority and which would operata within the framework

of existing legislation. Three options emerged. Each option is

outlined and evaluated in trms of its usefulness.

Option 1: Training Wit1o4t Employalent

In this option Aborigines would undertake modular training

in community workshops without being employed by their



communities. At some point in the training program, TAFE would

certify that a trainee had reached the equivalent of a

DIT-trained tradesperson in terms of technical knowledge. WSB
would then grant an exemption from technical classes for the

trainee and would set a lesser term of apprenticeship. The

envisaged length of time to be served by the trainee undo: this

option was in the order of two years. At the end of the reriod

specified DISB would give the trainee full trade qualificeLions.

This option takes account of Section 38(1) of the Northern

Territory of Australia Vocational Training Commission Act which

states that:

Subject to this section, a person shall not employ a perso9L

who has not attained the age of 21 years in an!

apprenticeship trade unless -

(a) The person so employed -

(i) is a registered applicant for an appreLticeship;

(ii) is an apprentice; or

(iii) has completed an apprenticeship in tha r.1c .

or

(b) The employer ensures that the person so employed makes

an application under section 46 for registration

immediately upon his becoming so employed.

Where Aboriginal people under the age of 21 are employed in

community workshops while not being formally Legistered as

apprentices they .4re acting illegally. Application of the first

option would provide a solution to the problem. However, it

would also mean that trainees would be requirgd to resign from

their positions of employment with their communities. The

suggestion from DISE was that income could be provided in the

form of government training grants. In this time of increasing

1

economic uncertainty one could question seriously *.ne wisdom o

the sugges*ion that people resign positions and become dependen,

on government grants.

Another difficulty with the option is that it carries a

substantial time-based component. One of the main barriers to

Aboriginal people gaining trade qualifications is the rigid time

schedules of the conventional training systr.m. One could

therefore question whether this option would achieve the desired

result.
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A problem relating to this option is that the goal of
trainees assimilating technical knowledge to the level of a

DIT-trained tradesperson is not realistic. Much of the technical

knowledge offered in such training programs would be extraneous

to performing the job of a tradesperson as it is done in an

Aboriginal community. The effect of insisting that Aboriginal

trainees assimilate irrelevant technical knowledge would be that

they would lose interest in trade work.

Option 2: Qualifications via Tradesmen's Rights

In the second option Aborigines would work in particular

trades and, in addition, would be given systematic on-the-job

training. They would continue in this way until they attained

the level of competence needed to gain full trade qualifications

through the process of Tradesmen's Rights.

The Tradesmen's Rights Regulation Act provides for the

'relaxation of certain customs...in the trades to which the Act

applies...'. The purpose of Tradesmen's Rights is:

(a) to make provision for dealing with [certain] abnormal

industrial conditions...; and

(b) to make provision for the training and employment of members

of ale ForceL..,as a measure of rehabilitation of those

members.

Those _rades covered by Tradesmen's Rights legislation are

as fo31,-,4c: engineering trades, boilermaking trades,

blacksmit- ng trades, electrical trades, sheet metal trades and

bootmakiny trades.

The option involving Tradesmen's Rights would offer nothing

in the way of a solution to the problem of Aborigines under 21

working with the tools of the trades without being apprenticed.

Also, Tradesmen's Rights do not cover certain trades essential to

the pattern of work in Aboriginal communities. The building
trades are not covered. Training in the building trades is

essentia] if training is to be undertaken with a view to greater

degrees of self-sufficiency for Aboriginal communities.
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Option 3: Exemption from Legislation

In this option Aboriginal community councils, together with

community housing associations, would be granted exemption from

regulations governing apprenticeship. This would mean that

Aborigines could continue to wori: in community workshops and also

participate in modular training. For each module successfully

completed TAFE would grant a statement of achievement. At the
completion of all modules required in a particular trade a

trainee would approach DISB. DISB would recognise the collection

of TAFE statements of achievement as equivalent to a portion of a

time-based apprenticeship and would set a lesser apprenticeship

term to be served. Time to be served in connection with this

option is envisaged to be in the order of one month. At the end

of the specified time the trainee would be given full trade

qualifications.

Application of this option is subject to approval of MITS

via the TAFF accreditation process in which TAFE institutions and

industry will be represented.

Clearly, this is the option preferred.

Changes to Legislation Needed

Most of the legislation needed to fulfil this option is already

in place:

Section 38(2) of the Northern Territory of Australia

Vocational Training Commission Act states that:

An employer who is specified or who is a member of a class

of employers which is specified by the Commission for the

purposes of this sub-section may employ a person in

contravention of sub-section (1).

Section 39(3) states that:

A person may employ a person who is or who is a member of a

class of persons which is specified by the Commission foi

the purposes of this sUb-section in contravention of

sub-section (1).
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Thus, within the framework of existing legislation,

exrmption can be granted to Aboriginal community councils and

community housing associations.

Section 58(2) states:

The Commission may, if it is of the opinion that it is

impractical for an apprentic e..? or a probationer to attend a

training course or part o2 a course determined under section

57 in respect of that trade, hy notice in writing served on

the apprentice or probationer, give directions as to the

training to be obtained by the apprentice or probationer in

that trade in substitution for that course or part of the

course.

Section 58(3) states:

The Commission may, if it is satisfied that the theoretical

knowledge of the apprentice or proaationer in relation to

the apprenticeship trade to which his apprenticeship relates

and the practical experience in that trade gained by him in

that trade warrants it, exempt an apprentice or probationer

from attendance at the training courses or parts of such

courses determined by the Commission.

Aboriginal trainees can be granted exemption from

regulations involving practical training as well as attendance in

technical classes.

Section 51(2) states that:

The Commission shall not approve a lesser term for

indentures of apprenticeship under sub-section (1)(b)(ii)

unless it is satisfied that the theoretical knowledge of the

apprentice in relation to the apprenticeship trade to which

the apprenticeship relates or the practical experience in

that trade gained by him warrants the reduction in the term

of the indentures of apprenticeship.

Aboriginal trainees can be assigned a lesser term of

apprenticeship after they have successfully completed all of the

training modules in a particular trade.
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Section 81 states:

The Commission may certify that a final certificate or other

document held by an apprentice or tradesman which fulfils

the requirements specified in the law of a State or another

Territory is equivalent to such certificate or other

document required or permitted to be given under this Act as

is specified in the certificate so given by the Commission.

This Section has been suggested by representa+.ives of DISE

(subject to clarification) as appropriate .or granting

recognition of TAFE statements of achievement as equivalent to a

portion of a time-served apprenticeship.

One change to existing legislation appears to be necessarY

in order to implement the third option. Legislation would need to

be altered to take account of European apprentices working in

Aboriginal communities. European contractors undertaking work in

Aboriginal communities according to this plan would not be

granted exemption from the regulations governing training.

Er.:opean apprentices employed by outside contractors also would

not be granted exemption. However, Aboriginal trainees employed

by outside contractors for community work would be exempt.

Trades Union

Two meetings were held with representatives of the Northern

Territory Trades and Labour Council. The first meeting was held

in February 1985, the second in July 1985. The ourposes of the

meetings were to inform labour unions in the Territory of the

details of the alternative training initiative and to take note

of their concerns and suggestions with respect to the development

of the new training system.

The union representatives stated that in principle they
support programs aimed at assisting disadvantaged groups.

However, they did outline three specific concerns with respect to

the Review of Trade-based Training and the development of an

alternative system of training for Aboriginal people in remote

communities. The concerns are as follows:
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1. That on-the-job training In remotP Aboriginal communJties

may not result in trainees being exposed to the brPadth of

trade work necessary;

2' That tradespersons currently working in Aboriginal

communities may not be competent to teach ' e theoretical

aspects of trades; and

3. That the training program may result in the establishment of

an inferior class of tradesperson.

At this point, it should be stated that planners share an

understanding of the potential problems which have given rise to

these concerns and are undertaking actions to ensure that these

potential problems do not materialise.

A high standard of performance is being set for the

alternative training programs. In no sense is a compromise in

standards of work being sought. The standard required for each

individual task will be fully documented in the task

specification. Where in the view of unions, industry or

government training authorities this standard requires

modification, program developers will seek advice on changes

required. Changes may take the form of essential knowledge

relating to a task which has been omitted in the preparation of

the learning material but which must be included, alterations to

the description of work witain a particular task or other

specific changes to tacks.

Financial Incentives for Trainees

A corresponding wage and skill plan should be implemented in

communities in conjunction wit.1 the training system. The

structure should consist of skill levels and corresponding wage

rates. Skill levels should equate to numbers of modules

completPd. The purposes of the wage and skill plan are to

recognise formally degrees of skill in trainees and also to

provide an incentive for trainees to succeed in training.
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Trainees should undergo training for wages as specified in
the 'Rural Communities and Associations Northern Territory
Award'. A copy of the Award appears in Appendix G. Trainees who

are successful in completing training modules, as well as

receiving TAFE statements of achievement, should be eligible to

receive a higher rate of pay for their work than others who are
unskilled. Payment should be in the form of an incremental

increase over the Award rate for each module successfully
completed. A trainee who completes three modules would receive

the Award rate plus three increments.

Modules vary considerably in degree of difficulty. This

suggests that financial rewards be varied depending upon the
difficulty of individual modules. However, assessing each task

in terms of the level of financial reward appropriate would be a

cumbersome exercise. Also, as greater numbers of modules are
completed by trainees the problems of administering payment would

multiply. In order to avoid these problems payment should be at

a flat rate for all modules. The recommended amount is $2.00 per

training module per week.

Payment to trainees for modules completed would be under

the control of community councils. TAPE has no authority over

councils and can only suggest that they adopt the incentive plan.

Discussions held with representatives of the Department of

Community Development (1985) yielded encouraging results in

relation to development of the plan. Their view is that

something like what is being proposed is already happening in

communities as more productive workers are given larger financial

rewards. Their suggestion was that TAFE work with the town
clerks in the communities where modular training programs are
implemented. According to Community Development personnel,

implementing the financial incentive plan would merely involve a

slight alteration to each community's budget.

Role of the Tradesperson

The clay persons resident in remote Aboriginal communities and

considered qualified to impart trade skills to Aboriginal people

are tradespersons. All others regardless of their

qualifications and interests should be regarded as unskilled.
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In order for the MITS alternative to prove effective TAPE

should develop and maintain sound working relationships with

community tradespersons. Tradespersons should be viewed as an

essential resource and given support and encouragement

appropriate to their role as trainers.

Briefing Instructors and Trainees

MITS differs substantially from the conventional apprenticeship

system. Because of this difference, tradespersons and trainees

will need pre-training briefing. This will take the form of

instructions outlining the role of the instructor/tradespersons

in supervising training as well as what is expected of trainees.

The instructions should be studied carefully by tradespersons who

should then explain to trainees their obligations in the program.

Concluding Remarks

In developing the Modular Integrated Training System project

officers have tried to recognise and take account of the cultural

differences between Aborigines and Europeans. Special attention

has been taken to plan programs so as to minimise disruptions to

life in Aboriginal communities, many of which already show signs

of acute cultural trauma. The aim has been to present the

knowledge and skills of the trades in a way which permits

Aborigina people to develop at a pace which they themselves

define.

Project officers have attempted to find a way of reconciling

the wants, needs and deficiencies (in terms of Western learning)

of Aborigines with the limited flexibility of European

institutions and laws. 02ficers have tried to fashion a method

of training Aborigines in knowledge and skills which are alien to

Aboriginal society in a way which is acceptable both to

Aborigines themselves and to a number of European institutions

and authorities, some of which show diametrically opposing values

and goals.
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The potential of the new system in terms of tho number of

traditional Aboriginal tradespersons practicing in the next few
years is nut clear. What seems lihtiv is that only a small

percentage of traines will move to 1u41 tradesperson's status

while post will acquire lesser degrees of skill as prompted by
individual levels of motivation.

The NITS design represents a serious attempt to reach out to
Aboriginal petple end to Wry them a practical development

experience which thrv c4!. aucvocd in and grow with.
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APPENDIX A

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR VISITS

TO ABORIGINAL COMMUNITIES
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Name of community and region:

Aboriginal Council President:

Adult Educator or other contacts:

Telephone number:

Leave message with:

Date information was collected:

Review of
Trade-based Training-
DATA
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Details of trade-training 'programs and practices
cuirently operating:

Effectiveness:

Reasons for low levels of success of trade-training
Frograms:

Cc.r..n.Jnity's view:

E:!.::ater's view:
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3

4

5

Trade skills needed at pkesent and in the
next 2 years.

Give some indication of priority of skills
needed.

Community's view:

rducator's view:

Personnel available to assist in training:

Tradesmen

Broad-skilled

Narrow-skilled

Other

Aboriginals Others

Facilities available, e.g. workshops:
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6 I

Levels of general e3uc'atlon of likely trainees:

7 Rec:,mmendations for the nature and delivery of
trade programs:

13 Aspects of this community which make it unique:

.111

9 Cther remarks:
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Review of
Trade-based Training-
DATA

Szage Guestionnaire

Name of community and region:

Aboriginal Council President:

Adult Educator or other contacts:

Telephone.number:

Leave message with:

Date information was collected:



1 Estimate of the level of each trainee in relation to practical
skins and theoretical knowledge. (Include only those
Mdividuals who appear for workmore or less regularly).

PRACTICAL SKILLS

Trainee
Pre-
App.

App.
Year

App.
1 Year

App.
2 Year

App.
3 Year

Other
4 (specify)

1. 1............1 1..........4 L....m=1 1.............1 1....m.....1

2. 1.m........1 t....m......1 1....... I.........4

3. L.........4 1.........4 a L...m....4 1........4

4. 1..._..4 1 I I 1---.0 I-4
5. L......J L.....a L......1 1+4 1........4

6. L......4 Imramm...1 1...ram...../ 1+4 tram...m.4

7. 1............., L..--...; a 1..........1

8. 1---...1 1...--J 1.--A

9. 1....---4 1..__...1 L......1 l L L..........)

10. ..........1 1.....S .1....m...!

THEORETICAL KNOWLEDGE

Pre- App. App. App. App. Other
Trainee App. Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 (specify)

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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IRecord answers for questions 2, 3 and 4 on table following

Highest grade in school completed by each trainee.

..........maammwm a ammeaor .141.

amiaalim-a sonamaparmimnahoondoeaftmoalmaningl

Equivalent grade in the mainst/eam school system.

Number of years since each trainee attended school as
a regular pupil.

Individual Highest Mainstream Years
Trainee Grede Equivalent Grade Away

Trade areas most important to the community

.1
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3

Personnel available to asaist in training.

Facilities available, e.g. workshops

Anow wn gaw.rwm... wwwwft.0.11...m.sel.mos.omommo..
ln you view, as a tradesman working in the community,
is it possible (with supporting learning materials)
for you to impart the theoretical knowledge necessary
fci a trainee to operate as a tradesman in the community?

....Membnel.liFFImammw*

9 I OthF±r remarks
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APPENDIXB

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR VISITS

TO TRAINING INSTITUTIONS
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INTERSTATt VISIT REPORT

Organisation visited:.

Contact name:

Address:

Date:

Position:

Telephone:

Details of trade-training:

Entrance requirements:

Term of apprenticeship:

Details of on-the-job training:

Details of technical education, i.e. block release, day release,
correspondence, etc.

Details relating to any intermediate level certificates granted:

Ways of gaining .11111 tradesman's qualifications other than by means
of the traditional mainstream method (if any):

Aspects of trade-training programs which apply especially to
Aboriginals:

_

Any booklets aviilable which outline trade-training programs:
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Modular training systems - Example of development:

Reaction to idea of interchangeable bank

Mobile training units -

Method of operation:
-

Advantages:

Subjects taught:

Use of video - Is example available:
Effectiveness:

Cost:

View of potential orvideo.

Expertise and degree of finish:

_
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Anticipated moves away from time-served system:

Reactions of trade unions/employers:

Legislative difficulties and how they can be overcome:

Reasons for low-level of success of existing Aboriginal
programs:

Recommendations to rectify above:

Other comments:
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APPENDIXC

NOTES ON THE PREPARATION OF THE PILOT MODULE

AND SAMPLE OF MODULAR MATERIALS



Preparation of the Pilot Module

Materials included here are examples of what was prepared in

connection with developing a module of learning material for

pilot testing. The procedure for developing the module used was

as follows:

A community-based mechanic interested in Aboriginal training

was asked by project officers to suggest an appropriate

module to be developed for pilot-testing. His suggestion

was: Braking Systems in Cars and Light Commercial Vehicles.

The mechanic was then asked to specify all actions he

carried out in his workshop when completing the task of

checking, servicing or repairing braking systems. Following

that he was asked to state all technical knowledge, safety

related information and other information which a workman

would need to know in order to complete that task.

After noting carefully all information supplied another

mechanic in a nearby Aboriginal community was asked for the

same information. The information supplied by the two was

virtually identical.

Project officers then compared the information needed to

complete the task as given by the community-based mechanics

with a list of prepared learning material available from

the ILO. Of 25 learning elements needed for the module -

based upon the technical information supplied by the

mechanics - 21 were available. The remainirg four were

developed by project officers with technical assistance from

mechanics employed by TAFE.

Principal reference materials used in preparing the pilot

module were as follows:
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- ,(1981), Application of Modules of Employable Skill to
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-,(1981), Application of Nodules of Employable Skill to

Vocational Training: Describing Component Characteristics

Within a System. Geneva: ILO.

- ,(1981), Application of Modules of Employable Skill to

Vocational Training: Establishing Criteria for Key

Components in the Modules of Employable Skill Approach.

Geneva: ILO.

-,(1981), Application of Modules of _Employable Skill to

Vocational Training: Identifying the Steps of Work
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-,(1981), Application of Modules of Employable Skill to
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- ,(1983), 'Curriculum Development for Vocational Training,
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Review of
trade-based training
in remote areas

task specification

This specification is based on the task of

CtitcKING AND SERVICJNG THE BRAKING SYSTEM

as performed in remote areas of the Northern Territory of Australia

Tasks, objectives and standards, where possible, have been related
to the TAFE National Core Curriculum
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SAECIfiCATION Reforencu No. ASCO 6052-A

XING AND SERVICING THE ARMING SYSTEM
s and Light Commercial Vehicles)

NCC Automotive Mechanics (1983)

Topic No.

13

Title

BRAKES

ormence standard

) Brake fluid level will be correct

) All braking components will be safe and serviceable

) The brake ines will be free of leaks

1 The brakes will be correctly adjusted

) The braking system will be free of air

) The braking system will be effective on road test

ormance requirements

One used light vehicle

Supply of brake fluid

Mechanic's tools

Floor jack

Supply of rubber grease

'Wheel chocks

Safety stands

Wiping rag

Bleeding tube

Bleeding jar

kcess to spare parts, eg:

Replacement shoes and/or pads

Replacement wheel cylinder kits

Replacement master cylinder kit

Replacement caliper repair kit

uirements

Three months' experience in an Automotive Workshop

fdicagonv Must have completed primary school

fieshh' Normal health without physical impairment

misiderstionv Manual dexterity to manipulate tools and make fine adjustments
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TASK SPECIFICATION (continued)

Task elements

lurunce No, ASCO G052-A

1, Ensures level of brake fluid is correct

2. Determines amount of pedal travel

3. Checks master cylinder for fluid leaks, pedal creep and pedal-free play (repairs as necessary)

4. Loosens wheel nuts

5. Jacks up the vehicles and fits safety stands

6. Removes road wheels

Removes brake drum

8. Checks adjustment of wheel bearings

9, Cleans ill wheel brake areas

10. Inspects linings and wheel cylinders (removes, repairs and replaces as necessary)

U. Replaces brake drum

12. Adjusts brake shoes

13. Checks all hydraulic lines for serviceability

14, Inspects disc brakes for serviceability

15. Removes disc pads (if necessary)

16. Levers pistons to starting position (if necessary)

11. Inserts new pads (if necessary)

18. Bleeds the braking system

19. Replaces the road wheels

20. Checks hartihrake and adjusts

21. Tops up the master cylinder with brake fluid

22. Advises supervisor that the car is ready for road test
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TASKINAINING DAN

Technitalknowledyn

Morena) No ASCU 6052-A

Sakly and hygiono Other information

location of brake fluid reservoir.

Knowledge of brike fluid.

Technique of cleaning and filling

reservoir (including air passage in

cap).

Knowledge of possible faults in system

and how to recognise them.

Knowlme of free travel of pedal and

pedal-creep.

Knowledge of effect of fluid leaks,

Procedure for removing and replacing

the master cylinder.

Use of spanners and wrenches.

Methods of lifting vehicle and using

safety stands.

Knowledge of lifting points.

Identification of mobile lifting

devices and their uses.

Method of removing and replacing road

wheels.

Knowledge of drum brakes, and drum

brake parts.

Technique of removing brake drums.
-

Hazard of brake failure due to in-

correct fluid.

Affect of brake fluid on paintwork.

Danger of spreading brake fluid onto

paintwork through use of compressed

air.

Need for effective braking where

public safety is concerned.

Necessity for free play in brake

adjustment.

Danger of using incorrect size spanner.

Knowledge of possible damage to vehicle

when usingjacks.

Awareness of hazards when lifting or

lowering vehicle, and safety rules to

be followed.

Necessity of final check on wheel nuts

when vehicle is lowered.

Necessity to avoid damaging cap

diaphragm.

Difference between free play and .

normal pedal travel.

r
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r TASK TRAINING DATA

immilmwmw
IOW WIMP

Nolan@ No ASCO 6052.A

4111111111111110

MO led frAws Oilier Information

Wad of &Ohl Owl WWI
OM*,

Pethod of 0110101 kike nobly

vele* of Om lining thickness.

11010410, of mewing lining thick.

11111

oecedoro for removing brake shoe

Procoin for nolo, end Moll log

ikel

We* of fevIts occorrIng In wheel

Olt* ports,

Nithod of ropelr end ambling of

wheel cylleder, howl* of repair

kit.

Kole* of loportace of cleaning

and lospectlo, broke dm for defects,

Method of roplecle, broke drum,

Praire for 014 brake sh)es.

Noshed of rearin, and replaclo,

hydroollc host end piping,

1101110 of asking florid Inds.

Importance of using safe methods to

rem asbestos Oat.

Necessity of checking manufacturer's

emnual for minimum permitted thick

nett of brake linings,

Necessity of cleanliness when working

with brake peril,

Clinger of using copilots' air to

remove parts,

Knowledge of safety requirements when

hendling inflemmeble or dangerous

liquids.

Dangers involved when using power

tools.

Harmful effects of asbestos dust to

health.

Ability to reognise unserviceable

piping,

importance of avoiding kinking and

unnecessary bends in piping,
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co

TASK TRAINING DATA Reference No, ASC0 6052-A

I(

No
Technical knowledge

Safety and hygiene Other information

14 Knowledge of function and types of

disc brakes,

Knowledge of disr, run-out and

parallelism.

Hazards of malfunctioning braking

system.

. .

Knowledge of serviceability of disc, . .

15 Procedure for removing disc pads. Knowledge of minimum permitted thick-

ness of lining and necessity to check

.

manufacturer's manual. .

16 Technique of levering piston back

into cylinder.

Methods of removing rust from caliper

body.

.

Knowledge of damping shims and need

for replacement.

. .

17 Method of inserting and securing new Necessity of replacing pads on both

pads. wheels to maintain braking consistency.

18 Xnowledge of when bleeding is

required and procedure for changing

brake fluid in the system.

Affect of heat, moisture and ageing

on brake fluid.

.

Technique of bleeding brakes. . .

19 see Task Element No, 6.

20 Knowledge of handbrake systems and

how to adjust them.

. .

21 Necessity to check level of fluid in . .

11
master cylinder after bleeding system.

112
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- Importance of leaving work area tidy

completing task.

.



LEARNING ELEMENTS

These Learning Elements are appropriate

to the task of:

CHECKING & SERVICING THE BRAKING SYSTEM

(Light Vehicle Braking Systems)

The sequence of titles presented here

is a puide for their use in instruction.

Specific suggestions for alterations

to the above list should be directed

to:

Principal Education Officer

TAFE Curriculum Research & Development

GPO Box 4821, Darwin NT 5794

*Indicates Learning Element titles not

available from the LE bank and needing

to be developed.

-n3
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Brake Fluid

Topping-up Brake Fluid

Spanners/Wrenches Kinds and Sites

Using Spanners and Wrenches

*Identifying Major Faults in the Braking System

Identification of Mobile lifting Devices and Support Stands and Their Uses

Lifting Op Cars Using Mobile Jacks

Adjusting Wheel Bearings

Removing and Fitting Wheels

Identifying Drum Brakes and Their Function

Removing/Installing Brake Drums

Inspecting/Cleaning Brake Shoes

Measuring Using Metric Rules

'*Overhauling Wheel Cylinders

*Recognising Brake Drum Defects

Adjusting Drum Brakes

*Removing, Repairing, and Replacing Hydraulic Tubing

Identifying Function of Disc Brakes

Identifying Disc Brakes of Fixed Caliper Type

Identifying Di% Brakes with Sliding Caliper Assembly

Disc Brakes: Replacing Brake Pads on Fixed Caliper Type

Disc Brakes: Replacing Brake Pads on Sliding Caliper of Single Type Piston

Bleeding Hydraulic Brake System

Changing Brake Fluid in the Hydraulic Brake System

Adjusting Parking Brakes



INSTRUCTIONS FOR TEST SUPERVISOR

The main Test Items are taken directly from the Task Performance

Standard, Read the test items very carefully, and make sure that you

understand what the candidate has to do in order to meet each Test

Performance Standard,

Remember, either the candidate can meet the Performance Standard or he

cannot, There is no in between, If the candidate cannot, then you must

indicate unirrWer training required' exacpy why he/she did not

meet the required Performance
Standard by refeiFing to the Evaluation

Guide which is part of each Test Item, or Test Performance Standard,

In addition, based
on your observation of the test results, add whatever

comments you think will assist those conhcting the training course to

improve the quality of the training, or the selection of trainees,

ko Remember that the purpose of testing is to determine the level of skill

and knowledge possessed by the candidate as objectively and as fairly

as possible.

Careful preparation for the test is criticai, You must ensure that all of

the items listed under Test
Requirements are available, and that the

candidate fully understands what he/she has to do in order to meet the

Test Performance Standards,

When a candidate successfully
meets the Test Performance Standard complete

the details in the box provided on this page, detach the whole page and

Teturn to:

115

TAFE Adult Education and Training

GPO Box 4821

Darwin NT 5794

Test 5nperv1sor's Re:Et

Candidute name

Address

Identification

The above candidate success-

fully met the 'Pd.; Performance

Standard for:

wwww....M.1.1.1.O.I.NIMERMWM.=11

at

Instructor's signature

Supervisor's signature

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Registration no.

Certificate no.

Issued on

Authorised by.
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TASK PERFORMANCE TEST

Task 00o

UECKING AND SERVICING THE BRAKING SYSTEM

(Cars and Light Commercial Vehicles)

lest performance requirements

One used light vehicle

Supply of brake fluid

Mechanic's tools

Floor jack

Supply of rubber grease

Wheel chocks

Safety stands

Wiping rag

Bleeding tube

bleeding jar

Registration No,

Course accreditation No,

Candkla(e's name

Piece of steel brake pipe

Two tube nuts

Flaring tool capable of making ball flares

Selection of pipes (two serviceable and

at least four others illustrating

differing pipe faults)

Access to spare parts, ie:

Replacement shoes and/or pads

Replacement wheel cylinder kits

Replacement master cylinder kit

Replacement caliper repair kit

Testperkrmancestandard(nkiffnum)

Twirl Evaluailon guide Pass Further Paining reload

Didthecandidor

(i) Correctly fill the master

cylinder.

(ii) Work safely.

117

'Correctly fill' means - clean around

the filler cap, check hole in cap is

clear, ensure rubber dust excluder

under cap is in good condition, fill to

the MAX level mark f2mmi securely

replace caps, wash off any spillage

(the foregoing is to be applied to all

sections of the master cylinder).

'Work safely' means that the vehicle

is chocked to prevent movement and

lifted at a correct lifting point,

safety stands are securely positioned

before working on the vehicle, the

jack and stands are to be placed on

a level and solid surface, the vehicle

is lifted without causing damage to

bodywork or components.

118



Test performance standard (mime continued Reliis(ration No,

Test 401 Eve Notion guide Pa he

Candidate's mime

Further training required

Did the candidete:

(iii) Correctly clean the brake

assembly.

(iv) Remove brake shoes and

correctly replace.

(v) Overhaul the wheel cylinder

and correctly reassemble.

(vi) Overhaul the caliper and

correctly reassemble.

119

'Correctly' means using water or steam.

'clean' means - clear of all removeable

dust, rust and dirt.

'Remove brake shoes' means brake

shoes together with attached parts;

'correctly replace' means - using

re-lined shoes jif required), reassemble

in the same position from which they

were removed, or if they are replaced

differently a valid reason must be

given supported by the manufacturer's

manual.

'Overhaul' means - dismantle wheel

cylinder for inspection, change all

parts for which a replacement is pro-

vided; 'correctly reassemble' means -

lubricate all parts with rubber grease

or brake fluid prior to assembly,

assemble all parts in the correct

order, and maintain high standards of

cleanliness.

'Overhaul' means - dismantle caliper

for inspection, change all parts for

which a replacement is provided; 'cor-

rectly reassemble' means lubricate

all parts with rubber grease or brake

fluid (with the exception of the

caliper dust seal) prior to assembly,

assemble all parts in the correct order,

and maintain high standards of cleanliness.

ov



Test performance standard (minimum) continued

Tssi

Registration No,
Candidate's name

Eveloion Olds
Pass 1 Further (lamely ((mufti

Did the candidate

*(vii) Check and rectify the brake

lines.

(viii) Correctly adjust the brakes.

(ix) Ensure the brake system was

correctly bled and free of

air,

'Check' means . all brake lines will

be without pitted rust damage or

damage that reduces wall thickness or

bore size, be free of visible fluid

leaks enabling the brake pedal to remain

steady and in the same position for

30 seconds when pressed hard down.

'Rectify' means be able to demonstrate

the ability to make a ball flare and

double flare.

'Correctly adjust' means handboke

and footbrake travel conforms to

manufacturer's specification.

'Correctly bled' means - the brake

system is bled at all possible points

commencing firstly at the master

cylinder (if a bleed screw is fitted)

then working from the longest line

(using a bleeding tube and jar) finishin

with the shortest line. 'Free of air'

means when the brake pedal is depresse

there is no sponginess.

* To measure these critical items
the candidate will:

(a) identify serviceable piping from a selection of damaged pipes;

(b) demonstrate the ability to complete the Progress Check from the

Learning Element 'Removing and Replacing Hydraulic Tubing'.
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(I) filly pod orkshop pro Om

(ii) COW the tisk within an

scuptil1s tin 11,11,

123

Ns

Candidaiel name

!OW loom lipoid

'Good liorkshop practice' means wipe

clean any spillage, use the Correct

tel for the Job, replace all caps and

safely store containers, leave the irk
irti clean and tidy,

'kceptible time limit' mans the task

will be cooloWd within 7 nurs



ri s unc M LEARNING!

Title: _

Repairing Wheel Cylinders

Occupational Area:

Code:

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

t...

TAFE Division (Adult Educafion and iiaining), GPO Box 4821, Darwin NT 5794
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Learning t: WI, ell

Title: Repairing Wheel Cylinders

Occupational Area: AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

11Date of Issue:
Darwin,July 85

Code:

Page:

1

Ob'ectives

When you have completed this learning element, you will be able
to:

- take a wheel cylinder apart;

clean and check wheel cylinder parts;

name the internal parts;

- assemble the wheel cylinder.

Equipment, Materials and Aids you will need

.111.M.111111=111101111

Quantiiy

.011..ms AMEMENI

Item/Description

One

One

One

Supply

One

Supply

Supply

Used cylinder

Mechanic's tool set

Wheel cylinder repair kit (new parts)

Brake fluid or rubber grease

Soft bristle brush

Clean rags or cloth

Compressed air

Related Learning Elements

- 'Removing and Fitting Wheels'

- 'Removing/Installing Brake Drums'

- 'Spanners/Wrenches - Kinds and Sizes'

- 'Brake Fluid'

126
4 . . 95



-Leerrning--Elerrnenr-
Title: Repairing Wheel Cylinders

Occupational Area: AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

Code:

Date of Issue:

Darwin,July 85

Page:

2

1. If a wheel cylinder is faulty there are two possible solutions:

- replace it with a new wheel cylinder; or

- repair the wheel cylinder using a repair kit.

This learning element tells you how to overhaul a wheel cylinder.

2. Below is a drawing of a wheel cylinder. Look at the drawing and try to
remember each of the parts by its correct name.

1. Rubber boot

2. Piston

3. Cup

4. Expander

5. Bleeder cover

6. Bleeder valve

7. Cylinder

8. Spring

3. Now you know the names of the parts and you are ready to begin to take
apart the wheel cylinder. Using the wheel cylinder supplied follow the
instructions on the next few pages.

- 2



9 1.___Learning Element

Tithe: Repairing Wheel Cylinders

Occupational Area: AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

Dismantling the Wheel Cylinder

4. Remove the rubber boots, and
remove the piston by tapping the
edge of the wheel cylinder against
a block of wood. Do not use pliers
to remove the piston7The other
internal parts will come out after
the piston is removed.

CAUTION: Do not use com-
pressed air to remove wheel
cylinder parts. This may make
parts fly-out and cause injury.

MY, ND ONO. IIII111 .111

Tap

Code:

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Date of Issue:

Darwin,July 85

Page:

3

Piston

Cylinder

Edge

Wood

Cleaning and Checking

5. Clean all of the parts in water or brake fluid. (Compressed air can be
used to dry parts.)

Check:

- the inside of the cylinder bore
for scratches, rust, and
corrosion;

- the spring for damage;

- the bleeder valve by loosening
it to make sure that it is not
seized (stuck) in the cylinder
bore. Then replace the bleeder
valve and tighten firmly.

6. NOW CALL YOUR INSTRUCTOR who will demonstrate how a wheel cylinder is

honed.

:::7:P=2:,1728.':`. '"'
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Learning Element
Title: Repairing Wheel Cylinders

Occupational Area: AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

Code:

Date of Issue:

Darwin,July 85

Page:

4

Assembling the Wheel Cylinder

7. Cleanliness is important when assembling wheel cylinder parts. Prepare
a clean surface on the workbench and use a clean cloth or paper to put
your parts on.

8. Carefully empty the contents of the repair kit onto the workbench and
check that all the worn rubber parts have a new replacement.

9. Using rubber grease or brake fluid, grease:

- the cylinder bore;

- the piston; and

- the cups.

IWARNING: Do not use ordinary oils or greases.

10. Following the drawing as a guide,
place one of the cups into the bore.
The lip must be fitting into the
bore.

Wheel cylinder

129



iLearning Element
Title: Repairing Wheel Cylinders

Occupational Area: AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

11. The piston goes in next. The flat
surface must be against the flat
part of the cup.

Wheel cylinder

12. Now, place the rubber boot over
the end of the wheel cylinder.

Code:

Date of Issue:

Darwin,July 85

Page:

5

Flat surface

Wheel cylinder

13. Place the wheel cylinder with the
rubber boot facing down on the
work bench. Make sure that the
work area is kept clean.

Boot

A 1.3,0



Learning tiemenr
Title: Repairing Wheel Cyl inders

Occupational Area: AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

Code'

H I f
Date of Issue:

Darwin,July 85

Page:

6

14. Now, slide the cup expander, or
filler, into the cylinder bore so
that it sits inside the rubber
cup.

15. Next, slide the spring into the
bore so that it fits into the
expander groove.

16. Place the second expander on
top of the spring.

Filler

or expander

< )

Cylinder--.

Filler

or expander

Cyl inder

100



. Learning Element
Title: Repairing Wheel Cylinders

Occupational Pea: AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

Code:

I I 1_111_1_
Dale of Issue: Page:

Darwin,July 85 7

17. Next, put the cup, with its lip
facing down into the bore, and
over the expander. Now push the cup
into the bore with your finger.
Make sure that the cup doesn't
twist in the bore.

18. Next, put the piston into the bore.
The flat surface must be against
the flat part of the rubber cup.

Piston

Flat
surface

Cylinder

19. Finally, fit the rubber boot over Boot

the end of the wheel cylinder.
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Learning 8e/bent
Title: Repairing Wheel Cylinders

Occupatibnal Area: AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

Code:

Date of Issue:

Darwin,July 85

20. The wheel cylinder has now been repaired and, if you have followed this
learning element correctly, will be as good as new.

Assignment

Page:

8

When you feel confident that you can correctly assemble the wheel cylinder
CALL THE INSTRUCTOR who will watch you repair the wheel cylinder.

Continue tO next Pap Instructor

....... Repeat Assigrfirient
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ILearning Element
litle: Repairing Wheel Cylinders

Occupational Area: AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEEI ING

21. When repairing wheel cylinders always remember to:

Code:

rin_11111
Date ol Issue:

Darwin,July 85

- check with your Supervisor that the used wheel cylinder is suitable

for repairing;

- use a clear bench covered with a cloth or paper to be certain that

all parts are kept dust-free;

- only use rubber grease or brake fluid for lubrication;

use all the parts in the repair kit.

22. Wheel cylinders should be repaired instead of replaced wherever

possible as the cost of replacement is much more than the cost of

repair.

Page:

9



9 'Lea-Ming Element
Title: Repairing Wheel Cylinders

Occupational Area: AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

Code

1

Date of Issue:

Darwin,July 85

Page:

10

Progress Check page one of two

Below is a drawing of a wheel cylinder, all of the parts have a
number with an arrow pointing to it.

Find the correct name that goes with the number on the drawing, from
the list of names at the bottom of the drawing.

Place the number that you think is correct in the box provided.

Wheel cylinder construction

Fl Cup

Rubber boot

Spring

Bleeder valve

Piston

Bleeder cover

Expander

Cylinder

Continue to next Pa e

- - 104



Learning Element
Title: Repairing Wheel Cylinders

Occupational Area: AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

Code:

1

Dote ofIssus:

DarwinsJuly 85

Page:

11

Progress Check page two of two..

In the following questions mark your answer
boxes provided.

I. The piston in a wheel cylinder should be
taken out by:

in one of the

AURIPAlt

(a) Using compressed air

(b) Tapping piston out with hammer and
chisel.. .. El

(c) Tapping the wheel cylindee 6n a
block of wood ..

(d) Using a pair of pliers ..

2. Wheel cylinder parts should be cleaned with:

(a) Water .. .. .. .. . . El
(b) Petrol .. .. .. ... D
(c) Brake fluid .. .. .. .. .. CD

(d) Oil .. .. . .. .. [.:3

3. The rubber cup on a wheel cylinder should
be fitted:

(a) With thank facing towards the rubbero
boot ..

(b) With the ha facing into the cylinder
bore ..

(c) With the 112 facing out of the
cylinder bore ..

(d) With the 1:12. facing towards the pistonO

Not
Acceptable

Evaluation Guide

The trainee's performance should be evaluate4 as 'Not Acceptable' if
he or she fails to answer all questions correctly.

Continue to next Element

Repeat Element and Check

;
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Title:

1111111111111111
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Removing, Repairing, and Replacing Hydraulic Tubing

Occupational Area:

Code:

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

tan (Maio (Ma Mallen led Trails's), GPO Box 4$21. Darwin. NT 5794

106137
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Rtmovino. Repairino. and Reolacing

Tithe:
Hydraulic Tubing

Occupational Atea: AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

Ob ectives

galPVillIr

1 H
Date of Issu:

Darwin,July 85

Page:

When you have completed this learning element you will be able
to:

make an inverted flare;

make a double flare;

apply this knowledge to repairing steel brake tubes.

Equipment, Materials and Aids you will need

Q.Jantity Item/Description

One metre

Four

Four

Two

Two

One

One

One

One

Small bore steel tubing

Inverted flare nuts (steel)

S.A.E. flare nuts (steel)

Ihverted flare -double unions (steel)

S.A.E. flare double unions

Flaring tool

Tube cutter

Tube bender

Workbench fitted with a vice

Note: Tubing, nuts, and unions must all be of the same size.

Related Learning Elements

- 'Measuring Using Metric Rules' ..

- 'Spanners/Wrenches - Kinds and.Sizes'

- 'Using Spanners and Wrenches'

- 'Bleeding the Hydraulic Braking System'



Learning ElementRemoyi ancapll.
Title:

tlydraul ic Tubing

Occupational Area: AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

Code:

T 1

Date of Issue:

Darwin,July 85

Page:

2

1. This learning element is designed to teach you to repair hydraulic
brake tubes.

2. Similar tubing is used in many areas such as:

- refrigeration;

- air-conditioning;

hydraulics;

plumbing; and

- vehicle fuel systems.

3. The material used for tubing can be any of the following:

- steel;

- copper;

bundy;

aluminium.

..-V4Z
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NOTE: For brake tubes pnly steel tubing nay be used. ,

----Leaming-flement
Removing, Resktring. and Replacing

tivdraulic Tubing

Occupational Area: AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

Co e.

11 _I I (Si I
Dote of Issu: Page:

DarwinlJuly 85 3

4. The knowledge'in this learning element can be applied to the above
areas and materials.

5. There are many types of flares in use in industry today. This learning
element deals with:

- the 'inverted flare'; and

- the 'reverse flare'.

6. There are also two standards in common use, they are:

- S.A.E. (with a flare angle of 45 degrees);

- J.I.C. (with a flare angle of 37 degrees).

7. It is important that the correct flare is used for the installation
concerned. S.A.E. flares are normally used on braking systems and
either S.A.E. or J.I.C. on hydraulic systems.

AO.

111=4111111.116.
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Learning Element
le:

Removing, Repairing, and-Replacing
Tit

Hvdratilic Tubing

Occupatiohal Area: AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

Code:

1 I

Date of Issue:
Darwin,July 85

1

Page:

4

8. The follOwing pictures show the two types of flare dealt with in
this element. Remember what they look like. They are quite different
in their shape and the seats they fit into are also different. They
cannot be interchanged.

'Inverted flare', sometimes
called a 'ball flare'

9. Take the piece of tube supplied
and cut a piece 150 mm long
using the tube cutters.

[1:1

NOTE: Damaged tubes sheuid be replaced with genuine replacement
parts if possible.

-01101MPTIMM,IMMIIII!

'Double flare', sometimes
called a 'reverse flare'
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Learning- Element
Tithe:

Removing, Repairing, and Replacing

Hydraulic Tubing

Occupational Area: AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

Cade:

111 1 ] 1111
Date of Issue:

Darwin,July 85

Page:

5

10. Check that the end of the tube is square and free from burrs. Any
error can be corrected with a fine file if necessary.

155M1!!!5'..!..5!!::!MN::44.::::::::::::::!:::::::::::::!:::::!:!:::::::1

Squeire

11. Slide a tube nut onto the tube.

12. Select the dies of the correct
size for the tube being flared.

13. Clamp the flaring tool in a
vice.

:

Not square
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Learning Element
Title

Removinaj Re ait_frig.tari
.
Hydraulic Tubing

Occupational Ares: AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

Code:

Date ot Issue:
Darwin,July 85

Page:

6

14. Ensure the tube nut is on the tube, that it is in good condition,
And the correct way round (thread to the end of the tube).

15. Place the locking nut from the
flaring tool over the tube.

16. Place the dies on the tube making
sure that the shaped part is at
the correct end and that the tube
sticks out at least one pipe
diameter.

17. It is very important that the distance the tube extends varies
with the diameter of the pipe. At t . stage it is better to be out
too far as this can eassl, be cor,.. .ted later.

18. Put the whole assembly into the
flaring tool and hand-tighten the
locking nut.



Title:
Hydraulic Tubing

Occupational Area: AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

Learning Element
Removing, Repairing, and Replacing

_Code:

T
1

Date ot Issue:

Darwin,July 85

Page:

7

09. Check that the tube extends exactly one pipe diameter past the end
of the dies and adjust as necessary. You can use any of the mandrills
from the flaring tool and the forcing screw to push the tube in the
correct amount.

20. Tighten the flaring tool locking
nut.

21.. Place the mandrill w4th the spigot in the flaring tool (the spigot
must be the same size as the inside diameter of the tube).

Mandrill Spigot

14 4



Learning Element
Iltle:

Removing, Repairina, and Replacing

Hydraulic Tubing

Occupational Area: AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

22. Put the forcing screw into the
flaring tool and tighten with the
tommy bar until the mandrill
touches the end of the die.

Forcing
screw

Code:

Date of Issue

Darwin,July 85

Page:

8

Spigot end

iassma... 1111P

NOTE: The forcing screw thread
should always be clean and oiled.

Tommy bar

Go.

23. Unscrew the forcing screw a few turns and then undo ta locking nut
and remove the tube from the flaring tool.

24. Examine the tube end and check
that the flare looks neat with no
cracks or kinks in it, check with
your Instructor.
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Removiu. Repairina. nd Reolacial

Occupational Area: AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

Code:
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Dat of ISSUe:

Darwinduly 85

Page:

9

25. Now you must clean the tube using
compressed air. Make sure the air
hose is directed away from your-
self before turning on the tap.

WARNING: Observe normal safety
precautions when using com-
pressed air. If in doubt,
ask your Instructor.

AimmommiIIMI

Direct hose
away

26. Blow through the tube with compressed air to remove any dirt.

27. Now you know the procedure for making flares. Practice making flares
on scrap pieces of tubing.

28. Before proceeding further you must demonstrate making a flare to
your Instructor. When you feel confident at making flares CALL
YOUR INSTRUCTOR and ask him for the materials to complete the
assignment below.



Learning Element
Zemoving, Re

Title:
Hydraulic Tubing

Occupational Area: AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

Code

Date of Issue; Page:

Darwin,July 85 10

29. Your Instructor will evaluate you on the following points:

cutting the ends of the tube square;

removing any burrs before flaring the tube;

fitting the tube nut before flaring the tube; and

blowing the tube out with compressed air.

Assignment

Using a piece of steel tube, make an inverted flare on both ends and
assemble it to a suitable fitting.

Continue to next Page ..... Instructort,---
Repeat Assignment

147
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.Learning-Element-
Removing, Repairing, and Replacing

Tithe:
Hydraulic TubinE

OcculoationalAreau AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

Code:

Date of Issue:

Darwin,July 85

Page:
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Makino a Double or Reverse Flare

t 30. Using the skill you have learned in the first part of this learning
element make an inverted flare. Do not remove the tube from the flaring
tool. Continue working through the following frames to make a reverse
flare.

31. Unscrew the forcing screw and
remove the mandrill with the
spigot.

32. Some flaring tools have a flat-ended mandrill for flattening out the
ball shape before using the cone-shaped mandrill. :f this is supplied
in your set use it before the cone-shaped mandrill.

33. Insert the cone-shaped mandrill.
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Learning Element

Removina,, Repairingy arid Replicing-
Title:

Hydraulic Tubini

Occupational Area: AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

Code

Date of Issue:

Darwin,July 85

Page
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34. Replace the forcing screw in the
flaring tool and tighten the forcing 0
screw to fold the balled end of the .
tube back into itself.

35. Unscrew the forcing screw a few
turns and then undo the locking
nut and remove the tube from the
flaring tool.

36. Examine the tube end and check that the flare looks neat with no
cracks or kinks in it. Check with your Instructor.

37. Blow through the tube with compressed air to remove any dirt or
other foreign matter.

i49
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Title:
Hydraulic Tubing

Occupational Area: AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

Code:
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I 38. You now knoN how to make an inverted flare and a reverse flare.
Remember it is important to know the difference and to use the
correct flare for the replacement or repair of tubing.

39. CALL YOUR INSTRUCTOR and ask him for the materials to complete the
assignment.

Assignment

Using a piece of steel tube make an inverted flare on one end and
a reverse flare on the other. Assemble it to a suitable fitting. You
will Ix evaluated as in the previous assignment.

Continue to next Page
----Repeat

m
Instructor

Assignment

S. e
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40. When a replacement hydraulic tube is not available, a faulty tube
can be recondittoned as follows.

41. 40mOve the damaged brake tube
from the vehicle using the correct
spanners for the job.

4. Mien only the flared end of the
tube is damaged cut the damaged
end off using a tube cutter or
fine-toothed hacksaw.
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43. Check that the tube is still long enough.

44. If the tube is too short a new part should be used. If a new part is
not available you may make one. If you make one you must use steel

tube of the same size as the original. Carefully measure its Tiigh.
When you have put the correct fTares on the ends carefully shape it
to the same shape as the old tube.

INOTE: If you put only a short section in a tube to repair it
the Motor Vehicle Registry may require you to show that it is
correctly double flared. Therefore it is best to replace the
whole section and make it look original.

=111 AM.=

45. When repairing a brake tube the tube will probably have to be
straightened so that it will fit into the die of the flaring tool.

Take care not to bend the tube any more than is absolutely necessary.
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46. To straighten the tube:

- Hold one end firmly on a flat surface;

- Roll out the tube by hand;

Cohtinue until the tube is straight.

47. Use the knowledge you have gained in this learning element to make
a new flare of the correct type on the tube.
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Bending Steel Tubing

48. After you have repaired or made a new steel tube you will probably
have to bend it into the correct shape.

49. NOW CALL YOUR INSTRUCTOR and ask him to demonstrate the use of the
'tube bender' and then practice on some pieces,of tube.

50. All bends should be made using a proper bending tool.

51. Some very complex shapes can be made using a tube bender. It is
important to be able to use a tube bender as bending tube without it
usually produces kinks and damages the tube.

52. When you feel confident with the contents of this learning element
you can practically apply your knowledge by attempting the Progress
Check on the next page.
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Progress Check

1. Name the two types of flares shown below -

This is a This is a

flare flare

2. Remove a brake pipe from a vehicle. Ask
your Instructor which one to use. Make a
new brake pipe of the same length and with
the same type of flares on each end.
Install it in the vehicle, bleed the brake
system, and check for leaks.

Evaluation

Using the correct spanner to remove and
replace the tube.

Correctly lifting the vehicle (if
necessary).

Cleaning any spills that were made.

Cutting the tube square at the ends.

Correctly measuring the length of
tube required.

Cleaning the tube before fitting to
the vehicle.

Ensuring the tube did not leak when
the brakes were applied.

Not
Acceptable Acceptable

(To satisfactorily complete the Progress Check ALL answers and procedures
must be evaluated as 'Acceptable'.)

Continue to next Element Instructor

----__.....,
Repeat Element and Check
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APPENDIXD

RESULTS OF THE PILOT TEST
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Pilot Test

After completing the Review of Trade-Based Training and the

design of the Modular Integrated Training System, including the

preparation of a module of learning material for pilot testing,

project officers were directed to carry out the pilot test of the

module.

Method

Communities selected for pilot testing were Barunga,

Beswick, Santa Teresa and Ntaria. These communities were chosen

because: (1) they contain most of the kinds of problems common to

both the northern and southern regions of the Territory and (2)

as the two northern and two southern communities are fairly closet

together project officers had easy access to them for purposes of

monitoring pilot testing.

The module tested was "Checking and Servicing Braking

System" in cars and light commercial vehicles. The task

specification for the module was prepared in consultation with

the auto mechanics in Barunga and Beswick. The task performance

test was prepared to the standards of work requiree as reported

by these mechanics.

The module contains 25 learning elements. All but four of
the learning elements were purchased from the International

Labour Organisation. The four additional learning elements

required to complete the module were prepared by project officers

with technical input from TAPE automotive experts.

The following was the schedule for pilot testing the module:

- July 30. Began pilot testing in Barunga and Beswick.

- August 13. Began pilot testing in Santa Teresa and

Hermmansburg.

- September 9-13. Visited Barunga and Beswick to monitor

pilot testing.
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- September 23-27. Visited Santa Teresa and Ntaria

to monitor pilot testing.

- October 25. Presented final report on the results of

pilot testing.

Pilot testing began with project officers travelling to the

selected communities. Officers distributed packages of learning

material to mechanics and trainees in each community. Each

package of material contained a task specification including a

task performance test and the learning elements of the module.

In addition to distributing the material project officers

explained to the mechanics the procedures they and the trainees

should follow in order to apply NITS correctly.

After a period of six weeks from the start of testing

project officers visited each community to monitor progress. An

interview guide for this purpose was prepared prior to

undertaking the visits.

Results

Progress of Trainees

The progress chart shows the number of learning elements

successfully completed by each trainee as at 23 October 1985.

One of the five trainees completed 19 learning elements of the 25

contained in the module, two completed 17, one completed five and

one completed none.

The three trainees who completed 19 and 17 learning elements

respectively expect to take the task performance test for the

module early in 1986.

The trainee who completed five learning elements is making

no progress at present. His instructor, the community mechanic,

resigned his position and left the community. Project officers

were given no information on a replacement.



The trainee who completed ne learning elements may be an

exceptional person. European tradespersons in the community

reported that although the trainee attends work only occasionally

he is regularly engaged in repairing motor vehicles belonging to

community residents. Tradespersons stated that the trainee is

highly skilled mechanically and could easily pass the task

performance test without working through the learning elements.

(The community mechanic was not among the group of tradespersons

interviewed by the project officer. He was away from the

community at the time of the visit.) Traaespersons interviewed

stated that, since MITS has the capability of assessing skills

acquired by means other than progressing through the learning..j

elements, project officers should arrange for the trainee to take,

the task performance test.

As at 23 October 1985 arrangements for the trainee to take

the task performance test were in progress.

Responses to Items on the Interview Guide

The interview guide was filled in by project officers during

discussions with auto mechanics in three of the communities

involved in pilot testing. In the fourth community the interview

guide was not filled in as the trainee had completed no learning

elements at the time of monitoring and the auto mechanic was away

from the community at the time of the visit.

The response to the question of whether individual trainees

could perform the task of checking and servicing braking systems

before undertaking training in all three cases was that they

could not.

When asked if the training module covers all of the

requirements essential to checking and servicing braking systemsi

all three tradespersons replied that it does. In response to thei

question of whether the module is sufficient for a trainee tol,

achieve competence in the task without having to leave thef

community for further training all three tradespersons stated

that it is sufficient.

When asked if the training module could be improved two of

the tradespersons replied that the language should be simplified

further.



In reply to the questions of whether the trainees could cope

effectively with the learning material the mechanics stated that

none are able to proceed through the material with a minimum of

assistance. A good deal of help is required from tradespersons.

Help usually takes the form of interpreting the learning elements

for trainees and occasionally preparing demonstrations in the

workshops.

One mechanic reported that his trainee is gaining a good

deal of personal satisfaction and enjoyment as well as skill from

the training. Having become familiar with the system the trainee

attacks new learning elements with enthusiasm and confidence.

The mechanic also reported that the trainee's retention rate has

improved significantly in the past few weeks.

A number of instructor-related difficulties were apparent in

discussions with the mechanics. Generally, the mechanics

themselves were not certain how the learning material should be

used. One, for example, confused progress checks and task

performance tests thinking that progress checks were practical

tests which would be administered by TAPE itinerant instructors.

Although the confusion was minor when MITS was implemented

it is recommended that participating tradespersons attend a

two-day workshop in the theory and application of MIPS before

beginning training programs.

The only trainee-related difficulty reported was a literacy

level which is too low to cope effectively with the learning

material.

All three tradespersons reported that there appeared to be

no conflict between HITS and Aboriginal culture.

The response by all three tradespersons to the question of

whether HITS would be worthwhile implementing in remote

Aboriginal communities was that it would be worthwhile. Two of

the tradespersons stated that a modular system like HITS is the

best possible method of training Aborigines in trade skills at

the present time. They offered a number of suggestions for

topics of modules which should be developed.
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These suggestions were (1) Steering Systems, (2) Welding for

Automotive Mechanics, and (3) Ignition Systems.

In reply to the question of how TAFE can best support
community tradespersons as instructors two of the mechanics

replied that regular visits by TAPE personnel, ie three of four

times a year, would be helpful as an aid to motivation for both

instructors and trainees. One mechanic replied that if adult

educators wished to become involved in training they could assist

trainees to understand the 'learning material. A newsletter

giving brief details of progress was also identified as an

appropriate motivational factor for all concerned with training;

on communities.
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PROGRESS CHART

Trade-based Training Pilot Program
\

Module: CHECKINr ND SERVICING THE

BRAKING SYSTEM

Adjusting Parking Brakes

Chancinr2 Hydraulic Fluid in the Hydraulic Brake System

Bleeding Hydraulic Brake System

Disc Brakes:
Replacing Brake Pads on Sliding Caliper of Single Piston

Disc Brakes: Replacing Brake Pads on Fixed Caliper Type

Identifying Disc Brakes with Sliding Caliper Assembly lir

Identifying Disc Brakes of Fixed Caliper Type lir

Identifying Function of Disc Brakes * * *
Removing, Repairing, and Replacing Hydraulic Tubing * *
Adjusting Drum Brakes * * *
Recognising Brake Drum Defects

Overhauling Wheel Cylinder * * *
Measuring Using Metric Rules * * *
Inspecting/Cleaning Brake Shoes * * *
Removing/Installing Brake Drums * * *
Identifying Drum Brakes and Their Function * * *
Removing and Fitting Wheels Ar * *
Adjusting Wheel Bearings lir * *
Lifting Up Cars Using Mobile Jacks

Identification of Mobile
Lifting Devices and Support Stands and Their Uses * * **
Identifying Major Faults in the Braking System * * * *
Using Spanners and Wrenches lir * *
Spanners/Wrenches - Kinds and Sizes * * * *
Topping-up Brake Fluid * * * *
Brake Fluid * * * *

..
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Interview Guide for Pilot Testing

Would trainees have been able to check and service
braking systems before undertaking training?

(i) Do you think this type of training will enable trainees
to achieve competence in checking and servicing braking
systems without leaving the community for other training?

(ii) Does the material cover the essential requirements to
check and service braking systems? If not, what
specifically is nee3ed?

(iii) Can the module be improved? If so, how?

3

(i) Do trainees proceed through the learning elements with a
minimum of instructor assistance?

(ii) Are the trainees able to read and understand the learning
elements with a minimum of help?

1 6 4



4 Nave you ncountered any instructor-related difficulties?
If sof how can they be overcome?

6

Nave you encountered any trainee-related difficultier?
If so, how can they be overcome?

Are any aspects of the training system in conflict with
Aboriginal culture?

7 Is it worthwhile implementing this system of training in
remote Aboriginal communities?

How can TArz support the instructor most effectively?

9 Other comments:

Instructor: Date:

Information collected by:
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Resources Recommended for the

Preparation of MITS Programs

In order to implement the MITS alternative modular learning

material would need to be prepared. Production of MITS material

would consist of:

Occupational analysis;

Curriculum writing;

Preparation of artwork;

Editing for context and style;

Typing and word processing;

Photocopying/printing;

Packaging of programs;

Distribution and learning bank administration; and

Program co-ordination

A module of learning material contains several learning

elements. The number of learning elements in a module cannot be

fixed as the knowledge content of tasks varies enormously with

their complexity. The number of learning elements in P task

ranges between 2 and 23. The ideal module contains 12 learning

elements. Likewise, the number of pages in a learning element

cannot be fixed. The length of a learning element varies with

the number of units of knowledge to be covered. Generally,

a learning element contains 12-16 pages.

Production time for.one learning element in one trade area

can be estimated at three weeks. Therefore, one module in one

trade area utilising input from one technical expert would take

approximately 36 weeks.

A good deal of prepared learning material is available from

the International Labour Organisation. The purchase of prepared

material would mean substantial cost and preparation time

savings. However, purchased material may have to be revised and

adapted to take account of problems and conditions in remote

Aboriginal-communities.

Two options for preparing and revising purchased modular

learning material are outlined as follows:
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Option 1: Establishment of a Production Unit

A unit could be established within TAPE especially for the

purposes of researching, writing and distributing MITS learning

material.

Personnel needed for such a unit would be as follows:

Program Co-ordinator;

Editorial Supervisor with ESL skills;

Secretary;

Graphic artist;

Qualified tradesperson in each of the trade areas for which

material is prepared.

Equipment and other expenses involved would include:

Word processor;

Two single-reflex cameras with flash packs;

Graphic arts supplies;

Printing or photocopying facilities or support;

Considerable travel to Aboriginal communities.

Option 2: Learning Material Prepared Under Contract

Recognising the need for financial restraint at the present

time, it may be feasible to engage, on contract, expertise in the

areas of:

Graphic arts production;

Technical input.

Still needed would be personnel in the following areas:

Program Co-ordinator;

Editorial supervision;

Typing and word processing.
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The second option would carry a number of advantages besides

cost effectiveness. These would be:

1. Greater flexibility of production: learning elements could

be commissioned for training programs in any trade area or
even in areas outside the traditional trades.

2. Accelerated development: several learning elements could be

developed at any given time for any program by increasing
the numbers of technical experts.

3. Increased quality control: experts able to develop

effective learning elements could contribute more material

to programs than those who were found to be less productive.

1 6 9
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APPENDIX F

"RURAL COMMUNITIES AND ASSOCIATIONS NORTHERN TERRITORY AWARD

1985"
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I. TITLE

This award shall be known as the 'Rural Communities and Associations° Northern TectiPory Award.
1985.

2. ARRANGEMENT

Aged, Infirm I Slow Workers 36
Annual Leave 19
Apprentices 8
Arrangement 2
Bereavement 21
Contract cf Employment 12
Gate of Operation 5
First Aid Qualifications 31
Hours of Work 13
Incidence end Parties Bound 3
Inclement weather 37
Interpreters Allowance 38
Job Delegates 33
Junior Rates 7
Jury Service 24
L4ading Hands 9
Maternity Leave 22
meal Times and Tea Breaks 16
mixed Functions 30
No Extra Claims 34
No Reduction In Wages and Conditions 35
Overtime 15
Payment of Wages 14
Protective Clothing 28
Public Holidays 18
Right of Entry of Union Officials 27
Scope 4
Sick Leave 20
Special Rates 10
Special Unpeid Leave 32
Sunday Duty 17
Time Lest Waiting for Tools or Equipment 29
Time Records 23
Title 1

Tool Allowance 11
Tools to be Supplied 26
Wage Rates 6

3. INCIDENCE AND PARTIES BOUND

This award shell apply rm empl_yees in the listed categories in Clause 6 employed by the Aboriginal
Communities. Councils and Associations in the Notthern Territory and shall be binding upon:

I All Commonities. .Ctuncils ond Associations listed in! Appendix A, The Federated miscellaneous
workers Union of Australia. Its officers and members.

4. SCOPE

This award shall govern the wages and conditions of employment of employees engaged In the
performance of ell work on or In connection with or incidental to Rural Communities and
Associations but wil) not be bind4ng on employees employed In the building industry by Housing
Associations.

5. DATE OF OPERATION

This award shall operate as from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or
after 1985. The award will remain in operation
until 1986.

6. WAGE RATES

The following will be the minimum rates payable to all adult employees herein.

Group 1

Labourers (Parks and Cerdens, Garbage. Hygiene,
Road Maintenance), Cleaners, Caretakers $248.38

:Grout, 2,

Trades Assistants (Tradesmen, Essential Services).
Sat Persons Waiters/Waitresses

1.18/1.HAVA Y903 1238

4267,.2,
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Group 1

Swimming pool caretakers, Security Wardens,
Htalth Workers - $219.30

EL2E2-1

Plant operator - $389.88

Group S

Tradesmen and essential service supervisor $331.40

7. JuNIOR RATES

The rate of pay for junior employees shall be calculated oh the following age percentage scale on
the adult rate for the appropriate classification.

At 16 years of age or urder 60%
At :7 years of age 76%
At 18 years of age 80%
At IS years of age 90%
At 26 years of age 168%

I. APPRENTICES

-
(a) The cont-act of employment of, apprentices under this award shall be by the week or as

otherwise deemed by competent authority established under Northern Territory legislation and
they shall be entitled to the allowances and general conditions of thili award.

(t) The weekly wage rate for apprentices shall be the undermentioned percentage (or other
percertages as may be determined from time to time under the Industrial Training Act 1979 or
other competent legislation) of the ordinary weikly rate of pay payable, under clause 6 of
this award, for the trade classification in which'the apprentice is employed.

YEAR PERCENTAGE

1st year of apprenticeship 48%
2nd year of apprenticeship SO%
3rd year of apprenticeship 704
4th year of apprenticeship 851

The foregoing rates shall be calculated to the nearest If cents.

(c) An employe. may, by agre-iment in writing wish the apprentice, elect to provide the apprentice
with a kit of tools and sub)ect to establishing the value of the tools at the time of so
providing, deduct the tool allowance which an apprentice would otherwise be paid under clause
11 of this award until the cost of the kit of tools is reiAbursed.

In the event of the apprentice being dismissed or leaving his or her employment before the
cost of the too; kit has been reimbursed, the employer shall be entitled to:

(i) deduct from any moiiies owing to the apprentice the amount then owing, or,

(ill ty ag nt retain tools at the originally nominated value to the amount still owing.

(d) when an apprentice reaches the age Ot 21 and the appropriate rate of wage is not at least
equal to Um wage applicable to Group 1 contained in Clause S of this award, he or she shall
be paid at the rate applicable to this classification until hiS or her appropriate rate
Increases to stove the rate aforementioned.

9. LEADING HANDS

Leading hands shall ce paid the below listed rates of allowance for all purposes of the award.

If in charge of:

(a) more than three and not mote :Non 18 employees SI5.011
(P) more than Id and not more than 20 employees $22.411
(c) More than 20 employees 128.511

10. SPECIAL RATES

(a) Lavatory Cleaning

An employee directed by the employer, to clean lavatories shall be paid an entre 10 Cents per
hour.

(b) Dead Animals

An employee directed by the employer to remove dead animal shall be paid On extra SS cents
per day on each day engaged on this duty.

(c) Toxic substances

172 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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(I) An employee required to use toxic substances shell be informed by the employer of thehealth hazards involved and instructed in the correct end necessary safeguards wh!chmust be observed In the use of such materials.

(III Employees using such materials will be provided with and shell use ll safeguarda esere required by legislation in the Northern Territory or In the obscnce of suchrequirements such safeguards as are defined by a competent authority or person chosenby the employer and the union. .

An employee using toxic !substances or required to work in a place where fumes ofsulphur or acid or other.offensIve fumes or toxic substances are preLent shell be paid35 cents per hour extra.

(d) heloht Al/cuance

An employee directed by the employer to work at a height exceeding 15 metres shall be paid anextra 35 cents per hour whilst so engaged.

(e) Seweraoe Allowance

An employee directed by the employer to work on any sewerage. drain or apparatus, where he rain contact with:raw sewerage or effluent shell be paid an extra 35 cents per hour whilst soengaged.

11. :TOOL ALLOWANCE

In addition to any other amounts payable, employees required to use their own tools shell be paid-
for all purposes of the award S7.61 per week.

12. CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT

OPTION 1

(a) All employment with the exception, of that of apprentices end casuals, under this award !shall
be by the day. One day's notice of termination of the employment engagement st.all be given oneither side or one day's pay shell be paid orlorfeited in lieu thereof. Notice given at or!afore the usual starting time of any ordinary working day shall be deemed to expire at the
completion of that day's work.

(b) *An employee ngaged under thls award shall be paid an hourly rate (calculated tc the neatest
cent) equivalent to oae thirtyeighth of the rate for his/her classification.

(c) Nothing in this clause shell affect the right of the employer to dismiss an employee withoutnotice for malingering, inefficiency, neglect of duty or misconduct.

(d) Casual Emoleyees
.

A casual employee is one engaged and paid as such and shall be sub)ect to an hourly contract
of hire. For work performed in ordinary time a casual employee shall.be paid one thirtyeighth
of the weekly'rate prescribed by this award for the work which is performed plus a loading oftwenty percentum thereof.

OPTION 2

(a) the contract of hiring of every employee bound by this sward shall, in the absence of expresscontract to the contrary, be deemed to be hiring by the week. Except in the case of casual
emplcyees employment shell be terminated by a weeks' notice on either side given et any tameduring the ueek or by payment or forfeiture of a weeks' wages as the case may be. This shellhot affet the right of an employer to dismiss any employee without notice for malingering,
inefficiency, neglect of duty, or misconduct and in such cases the wages shall be paid up to
the time of dismissal only.

(b: Where the employee has given or been given notice (in accordance with subolause (e) of this
clause) he shall continue in his or her employment until the date of expiration of suchnotice.

(c) Part Time Employee

(1) An employee may be engaged by the week to work on a part time basis tor a con tentnumber of hours less than thirtyeight each week. An employee so engaged shell be paid
per hour one thirtyeighth of the weekly rate prescribed by this award for the work theyperform.

(ii) An employee engaged on a pert time basis shall be entitled to payments In respeit of
annual leave, public holidays and sick leave arising under this sward on proportlinatebasis.

(0) Casual Employee

A casual employee Is one engaged and paid es such end shall be subject to an hourly contract
of hire. For work performed in ordinary time casual employee shall be paid one thirtyeighth
of the weekly rate prescribed In this sword for thf. work which Is performed plus loading of
twenty percentum thereof.
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j. HOURS or wok,'

(a) The hours of work shall be er per wtyk. and shall be worked between the hours oi 7 am and 6 pm
and &hall not emceed 1 in any ono day.

(h) These hours may be altered to 6 Cm bnd pm in the summer months bi mutual agreement between
mployer and employee.

14. PAYMENT OF WAGES

(S) wages shall be paid weekly or fortnightly oci mutually agreed between employer and employee.

(b) Wages shall be paid on a set day of the week and this day shall not be deviated from.

(c) Wages shall be paid ln cash, cheque nr tank deposit, as mutually agreed by employee and
employer.

35. OvERIlie

(a) All wcrk done outside 8(7%6) hours in any o.-le day or 40(38) in any one week shall be paid for
at the rate of time and one half for the first chits hours and double time thereafter.

(b) Provided the employee shall be allowed off duty with pay for a period equal to the overtime
worked. Such time off duty shall be given and taken within the succeeding eight weeks unless
the employer and employee agree that it be taken together with annual leave.

(c) No overt:me shall be worked without permission of or under instructions of the employer or the

emplcyei's authorised representative.

(d) In computing overtime, each days work shall stand alAne.
(e) when overtime work is necessary, it shall wherever ressonably practicable be so arranged that

employees have at least 11 consecutive hours off duty between the work of successive days. If,
on the insistence of his or her employer an employee resumes or continues 'work %ithout having
had ten consecutive hours off duty an employee shall be paid at the rate of double tire until
he or She is released from duty for such period and shall then be entitled to be absent until

he cr she has had ten consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay for the ordinary tire

occuring during such absence.

(f) An employee working overtime shall be allowed a crib break of twenty minutes without deduction
of pay after each four hours of overtime worked if the employee continues work after such crib

t:me

(g) fre.ere the period'of overtime is more than two hours an employee before starting overtime after

working ordinary Acura shall be allowed a meal break of twenty minutes whien shall not be

courted as time worked. ;

rh) ne....employer and employee may agree to any variation ot thiS provision to meet the

circumstances of work an hand.

when an employee is called upon to work overtime for more than two hours after the usual

ceasing tame, the employer shall supply such employee with an adequate meal or pay an
amunt. or 54.00 to meet the cost of a meal.

(ii) where the amount of overtime to be worked necessitates the partaking of a second or

subsequent meal (as the pase may be) the employer shall supply alien second and/or

Subsequent meal or Make payments to the employee of :4.00 for the second meal and $4.00

'for each subsequent Mull./

(iii) Providing that if the employee returns to his home for the real subclause g(i) and ()))
shall not apply, but he will be allowed a half hour unpaid meal break.

. 16. NEAL TINES AND TEA BREAKS

(a) All employees shall be allowed meal break of not less than thirty minutes, nor more than one
hour. which time &hal? not De paid for. No employee shall work more than five hours witheut a

break for a meal.

(b) An eruployer and employee may agree to any variation of this clause to meet the circumstances

of tne work in hand provided that for any time worked during meal break a penalty rate of

overtime rates shall apply. This penalty rate shall cvntinue to be paid for all time worked

until Ole meal break is taken.

fel Arrangements for partaking of morning and afternoon tea shill be mutually agreed upon between

employer and employee. Employees shall be allowed two breaks each day of fifteen minutes

duration for morning rind afternoon tea, for which time the employee shall be paid. These

breaks shell be taken at such times as will not inter!ere with the.continuity of work where

continuity of work is necessary.

17. SUNDAY DUTY

For all time worked on a Sunday :an employee shall be paid at the rate of double time.



18. PUBLIC HOLIDAYS

(a) An employee other than one who is paid at casual rates, shall be entitled to theuncetmentioned public holidays without deduction of pays

New years Day
Australia DayGood Friday tester MondayAnzac Day
queen's BirthdayPicnic Day

. Labour DayChristmas Day Boxing Day
National Aboriginal Day
Shaw Day (on the day and in the locality for which It I. gazetted.)

Or any such other day% as are generally observed in the locality in substitution for any ofthese days.

(0) Should an employee be entitled to a holiday on working doy and such holiday occurs duringthe currency of the vmployee's annual leave, an additional day shell be added to the leave in1I4u of such holidays.

(c) Cxcept es otherwise provided in this award, work done on a public holiday shall be paid at therate of double time.and a half but, at the employee's request they may, In )4eu of additionalpay be allowed to be credited with day's leave to be included with annual leave, orotherwise may be agreed. .

(d) where employees are absent from their employment on the working day before or the working dayafter a public holiday without reasonable cause, or without the consent of the employer, theemployee shall not be entitled to payment for such holiday.
.

%(e) Where in the Northern Territory or In a locality within the Northern Territory an additionalpublic holiday if proclaimed or ga

1

tetted by the authority oi the Commonwealth Government r ofthe Northern Territory Government end such proclaimed or gazetted holiJay is to be obve rvedgenerally by persons throughout the Northern Territory or a locality thereof, other thip bythose covered by Federal Awards, or when such a proclaimed or gazetted day is, by any reggiredjudicial or administrative order, to be observed, then such day shall be deemed tolbe oholiday fat the purposes of this awatd, for the employees covered by this award whrl aree:Floyed in the Northern Territory or locality in respect of which the holiday has been.ioclaimed or ordered as required.

19. ANNUAL LEAVE

(a) % period of 28 consecutive days leave without loss of pay shall be allowed annually to anemployee on daily hire as an employee in any one or more of the occupations to which thisaward applies after twelve months' continuous service (less the period of annual leave) witnthe employer.

(t) Annual Leave Exclusive of Public NolideYs

Svtject to this subclause the annual leave prescribed by this clause Shall be exclusive of anypvtlic holiday and, if any such holiday falls within an employee's period of annual leave andIs observed en a doy which in the case of that employee would have been an ordinary workingday, there shall be added to that period one day for each holiday falling as aforesaid.
where a holiday falls as_ aforesaid and the employee fails without reasonable cause, proofwhereof shall be upon the employee, to attend for work at the employee's ordinary startle;time on the working day immediately following the last day of the period of the employee'sannual leave, the employee shall not be entitled to any such holiday.

Cc) Calculation of Continuour Service

For the pUrpose of this clause service shall be deemed to be continuous notwithstanding:
(1) Any interruption or termination of the employment by the employer if such interruptionor termination has been made merely with the intention of avoiding obligationshereunder in respect of leave of absence.

(ii) Any absence from work on account of personal sickness or accident or on account ofleave granted, imposed or agreed to by the employer excepting Special Unpaid Tyegranted under Clause 32.

(M) Any absence with reasonable cause, proof whereof shall be upon the employee.

In csses of personal sickness or accident or absence with reasonable cause, the erployee tobecome entitled to the benefit of this subclause shall notify the employer If practic blewithin 24 hours of the commencement of such absence of the employee's inability to attencyorduty. clf 1 In calculating the period of twelve months continuous service, any such absence esaforesaid shall not, except to the extent of not more than fourteen days in a twelve monthlyperiod In the csse of sickness or accident, be taken into account in calculating the period oftwelve months continous service.

Any absence from work by reason of any cause not being a cause specified In this subclauseshall not be deemed to break the continuity of service for the pu:poses of this clause unlessthe employer within fourteen days of the termination of the absence notifies the employee inwriting that such absences Will be regarded an having broken the continuity of service.
Absence from work granted by the employer under clause 32 'Special Unpaid Leave' shall not becounted as accrued service. An employee shall be required to serve an equivalent period before
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becoming entitled to ennuol.leeve entitlements.

Id) Calculation of Service

Service before the date of this award shall I. taken into consideration for the purpcses of
calcuieting annual leave but an employee shall not be ntitled to leave or payment in lieu
thereof for any period In respect of which leave or payment in lieu thereof has teen allowed
Or made. The period of annual leave to be allowed under this subchauSe shall be calculated to
the nearest day, any broken part of a day in the result not exceeding half a day to be
disregarded.

Where the mployer is a successor or assignee ot transmittee of a L .iness, if an employee was
/ In the employment of the employer's predecessor at a time wher that employer became such

successor or assignee or transmitter!, the employee In respect of 'tried during which tht
employee was in the service of the predecessor shall for the purpc eP of this clause be deemed
to be In the Service Of the employer.

(e) Calculation of Month

For the purposes of this clause, 0 month shell be teckoned as commencing with the beginning of
the first day of the employment or the period of employment fr question and es ending at the
beginning of the day which in the latest month in question has the same date number es that
which the commencing day had in its month, if there be no Such day In such subsequent month
stall be reckoned es ending at the end of such subsequent month.

(f) Leave to be Taken.

The annual leave provided by this clause shall be allowed and shell be taken end except as
provided by subclauss (1) hereof, payment shall not be made or accepted in lieu of annual
leave.

(0 Time of Taking Leave

Annual leave shall be given et m mutually agreed upon time and failing agreement et time fixed
by the employer within a period not exceeding six months from the date of itS becoming due,
end after not less then one month's notice to the employee.

(h) Po:ment for period of Leave

Each employee before going on leave shall be paid such wages which have accrued on account of
annual leave at the rate applicable at the time.when leave is taken.

Each employee before going on leave shall be paid the wages he or she would have earned in
respect of the erdinary time he or she would have worked had he or she not beer on leave
Conan; the relevant period.

(i) Proportionate Leave on Termination

If after ens month's continuous service in any quelifying twelve monthly period an erploycc
:awfully / his or her amtloyment or his or her employment is terminated by the ep:myer
through no fault of the employee, the employee shall be paid et his or her ordinary rate ,r
vage for 3.ES hours in respect of each completed week of continuous srvice being service au
respect of which leave has not been granted hereunder.

(); LcSdinc on Annual Leave

(i) During a period of annual leave an employee shall receive a loading of 17 1/2 per cent
calculated on the rate of wage prescribed by subclause ihd hereof.

Ili) The loading prescribed by th subclause shall not iolals to proportionate leave cn
termination. Frcvided cnet empeyee who has not taken all of the annual leave to
which he or She 3S entitled shall on termineticn be ntitled to payment of annual ie-ve
leading for leave already accrued on account of completed years of service.

(k) Am employee who suffers a personnel illness or injury while on.annual leave shell be entitled
to rieditionel paid leave for a period not exceeding the period.of illness or ir,ury during
annual leave. subject to the fellowing conditions end limitations.

(1) within twenty four hours of the emplc ees return to work the employee ;hell product to
has erployer a certificate from a qualified medical practioner to the effect that had
the employee not been on annual leave the employee would have been unfit to perferr his
normal duties for period of not less than five consecutive days.

(i)) The additional peid leave shall be subject to the exist/nee of an entitlement to paid
sick leave in accordance with clause 19 and shall be :et off against accumulated sicx
leave credits.

Mil Subject to the previsions of plocitum (Iv) hereof, the empldyet provided he is fit to
perform his or her. normal duties shall return to work it.the time the employee would
have returned had the employee not suffered personnel illness or Injury during annual
leave.

(iv) Notwithstanding the provisions of subclause 19(g) the additional paid leave shell be
given and taken St 11 muturilly convenient time.

(v) An emi.loyee proceeding on leave pursuant to plaeltum (iv) hereof shall not be entitled
to annual leave loading pursupAc to Subclause 19(j) foe any period 01 leave for which
the loading has been paid.

.



v where an emple)ee leaves the employment of the emploler el his employment is termiketed
1.1 the empluyer for any resew) Wore the additional pad leave Is toren such leave
ehall be treated as accrued anhual leave.

Provided that nothing in this subelause shall be construed as increasing the quantum of annual
leave prescribed in subelause 19(a) or of paid sick leave pfescribed in Clause 29.

29. 'SICK LEAVE

(a) An employee on weekly hiring who after one month's service with the employer, is absent from
work on account of personal illness or Incapacity due to any cause other than the employee's
cwn misconduct, shell be entitled to leave of absence without deduction of pay sublrct to the
folleeing conditions and limitations:

(1) The employee shall not be entitled to paid leave of absence for any period in respect
of which the employee is entitled to workers' compensation.

(if) The employee shall promptly inform the employer of his or her fmability to attend for
Ow4 and state the nature of t.he injury or personal illness and the estimated dwratisn
of the absence.

(ii!) The employee shall prove to the satisfaction ef the employer (or in the event cf a
dispute to a Board o% Feference) that he or she was unable on account of such i lness
cr incapacity, to attend for duty on the day or days for which sick leave is clai ed.

(iv) An employee shall not,be entitled to (whether in the employ of one employer or seeeral)
leave in excess of 60 hours paid sich leave in each year of service, accruable It the
commencement of each such year. Provided that during the first six months servict with
an employer the entitlement shall accrue at the rate of eight hours paid sick :eau.* for
each completed month of service, with the balance of the year's entitlementibeing
accruable at the completion of six months service.

c

(v) Sick leave allowable under this clause which is not availed of during the year in which
It was accrued shall, while an employee is employed by the same employer, be allowed to
accumulate indefinitely.

(b) An employer taking over a business shall be responsible for ell sick leave accrued b./ an
employee during the employee's period of employment with the employer from whom the business
was taken over.

(c) Eircle Dav Absencet

In the case of an employee who claims to be allowed paid sick leave in accordance with tnis
clause for an absence of one day only, such employee shall be entitled to sick pay if they
product within 46 hours of the absence a signed Statutory Declaration stating that they were
unetle to attend for duty on account of personal Illness er injury by accident. This procedure
shell te deemed to be sufficient for up to two days In any one year. lf in the year such
empl:yee has been allowed paid sick leave on two such occasions they shall not be entitled to
pament for additional one day absences unless they produce to the employer a certificate tf a
the sister in charge a health worker stating that in his or her opinion, the employee ells
unable tc attend for duty on account of personal illness or on account of Inlury by accident.

(d) Absence from work granted by the employer under Clause 22 "Special Unpaid Leave" shall nct be
counted as accrued service. An employee shall be required to serve an equivalent period be:cre
becoming entitled to sick leave entitlements.

22. BEREAVEMENT LEAVE

(a) The empleyer shall grant to an employee up to three days leave per year with pay, on the death
of e spouse, defacto, parent, step-parent, broth:r, step-brother, sister, step-sister, child,
step-child or grandparent of the employee or other relations at the discretion of the
empleyer, where attendance of the emplo)ee Is of some family censequence.

t) At the discretion ef the employer, five days unpaid travelling tine may also be allowed, for
Iany death that requires excessive travelling.

22. LATERNITY LEAVE

(m) [liability for maternity Leave

An employee who becomes pregnant shall, upon production to her employer of certificati from
a duly qualified medical prootioner stating the presumed date of her confinement, be ensitled
to maternity leave provided that she has had not less than 12 months continuous service with
that employer immediately preceeding the date upon which she proceeds upon such leave.

For the purposes of this clause:

(1) An employee shall include pert-time employee but shall not include an employee
engaged upon casual or seasonal work.

(11) Maternity leave shall mean tinpasel maternity leave.

(b) Period of Leave and Commencement of Leave

. 14 6
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(I) tubject to subolause (c) and (I) hereof, the period of mateenity leave snail Le for an
unbroken pvriod of from Sic to 52 heeks and 0.611 include a period of tit weeki
compultuey heave to be taken 31m...irately following confinement.

(III An employee shall, not less than le weeks prior to the presumed date of confinement,
give notice in writing to het employer stating the presumed date of confinement.

(111) An employee shall give not less than four weeks' notice in writing to her eerployer cf
the date upon which she proposes to commence maternity leave, stating the period of
leave to be taken.

ivi An employer by not less than 14 days notice In writing to the employee may require her
to commence paternity leave at any time within the six weeks immediately prior to her
presamed date of confinement.

(v) Am employee shall not be In breach of this clause as a consequence of failure to give
the stipulated period of notice In accordance with paeagraph Mil hereof if such
failure is occasioned by the confinement occurring earlier :hen the presumed date.

(c) Transfer to a Safe Job

Wlere in the opinion of a duly qualified medical practitioner. illness or litkl arising cut of
tr.* piev,ancy or taoards connected with the work assigned to the employee make it inadvisable
for the employee to continpe at her present work, the employee shall, if the employer dcems it
practicable, bt transferred to a safe job at the rate and on the conditions atteching to chat
2oo until the commencement of maternity leave.

If the transfer to a safe 2ob is not practicable, the employee may, or the employer say
require the employee to, take leave for such period as is certified necessary by duly
qaelified medical practitioner. Such leave shall .be treated as maternity leave for the
pa:or-Les of auto:ousts (g), (h). (!) and (j) hereof.

(d) Vet:et:on of Period of maternity Leave

(i) Provided the addition does not extend the maternity leave beyond S2 weeks, the wind
may oe lengthened once only, save with the agreement of the employer, by tne employee
giving not leas than 14 drys notice in writing stating the period by which the leave is
to be lengthened.

(ii) The period of leave may, with the consent of the employer, be shortened by the employee
giving not less than 14 days notice in writing stating the period by wnicn the leove is
to be shortened.

le) Cancellation of Maternity Leave

(i) maternity leave, applied for but hot commenced, shall be cancelled when the pregnancy
of an employee terminates other than by the birth of a living child.

(is) wnere the pregnancy of an employee then on maternity liave terminates other than by t

birth of living child. it shall be the right of the employee to resume wort; at a 1 -
nomshated by the employer which shall no: exceed four weeks from the date cf notice
writing bv_the ems-lcyee to the employer that She desire& to resume work.

(f) Special maternity Leave andSick Leave

htere r pregnaney of an employee not then on'maternity leave terminates after 2:
weep.* ,er that by the birth of a living child then

St.,: stall be entitled to Such period of npaid leave (to be known as special
maternity leave ) as a duly qualified medical practitioner certifirs as necessary
before her return to work, or

.k:1

(2) for illness other than the normal ten/sequences of confinement sne shall be
entitled. either in lieu of or in addition to special meternity leave, to such
paid tier leave as to which she is then entitled and which e duly qualified
mecacal practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to work.

whore an employee not then on maternity leave suffers illness related to her peeonamoy,
she may take such paid sick leave as to which she is then entitled and such furither
unpaid leave (to be known as special maternity leave) as a duly qualified mroical
practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to work, provided that the
aggregate o: paid Sick leave, special maternity leave and maternity leave small not
exceed 52 weeks.

(If)) rot the purposes of sucleuse (g), (h) end (i) hereof, maternity leave shell include
special paternity leave.

(iv) An employee returning to work after the completion of a period of leave taken pursuant
to this subchese shall be entitled to the position which she held immediately before
proceeding on such leave or, In the case of an employes who was transferred to a safe
job pursuant to. Subleawse (C). to the position she held immediatloy before such
transfer..

Where such position no lancer exists but there te other pooitions avarlable. tor which
tne employee is qualified and the duties of which she is capable of rvr fo rmi mg, se e

shall be entitled to position as nearly compellable in status and salaryor %Ilse to
that of her former position.
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ibl Inplobees shall notify their ertleyet as soon as poesible f the date upon which they ere
feywited to attend lot jury seoviee.

lel tmoloyees shall give their employer proof el their attendance, the duration of such attendance
and tht ameunt received in respect of lush jury service.

2$. ATTCNOANCC AT $1,000 SANK

An employee shall not suffer any deduction in pay wher during normal working hours he or she
atttmes a :oval blood bank and donates blood.

?he erple+e1 and mployee shall agree to a mutually convenient time for the erployee to attend the
Coed bons or the mpIeyer may rrange for U. blood bank to visit his or her staLlithment.

24. TOOLt TO DC SUPPLICD

irij The emelo)er way supply nCer provide all necessary tools and equipment requited for the
cari);ng out ei the job.

(DI The toolil and equipment shall remain the property of the employer. Providing that rasonaLle
facilities are made availalle by the emeloyer for the safe keeping of such quipment, the
value of such tools and equipment proved to be wilfully or negligently lost or damaged say be
deductd item the wages et the mployee responsible for their loss or dosage.

27. RIOT Of bitter Of UNION 0ffiC3A14

The Secretary or any duly authorised official of the federated Miscellaneous Workers Union shall
tave the right to nter the premilles of an illoyer bound by this award tor the purposes of
irterv:e.ing an orployee curing wetting hours or during lunch hour. Providing the official first
totems a perrit (whet* required) to enter aboriginal lend.

II an official so authorised makes himself bjectionable during Ouch visit, his tight to enter ,n,
De eetermineo ty the etployer affected. Tne official shall have the right to bring Such flamer)
bottle the Sofro of deference.

jg, piteTfCTIVC CLOTHING

fa/ An employer shalt provide suitable protective clothing and personal afety equip9+ent wtrte
t.ocetsar) to protect the mployee's person or clothing, such protective clothing and personal
safety equipment to inlcudes

in the case of tatters. basil aprons. basil gloves and suitable boots.

(it) in tto case of bitumen pourers, bitumen workers, tar or bituren sproyer attendants, ter
bal.rs. spray cperatcts ant sprayer drivers of bitumen plant, sieves.

!sail employees operant+, pneumatic tools canvas or leather. gloves

(iv) Lmployees using emery wteels. goggles which shall contain material other ttam
celluloid.

iv) mcloyees using comprssed air for blowing dust from electrical machinery or gatemen!.
suitable masks.

ICI 411,, m;:oyee perforeing worn necessitating handling of water pipes shall te provided vsth
swst.C1. Cleves.

it) is n:tree working et the tar or bitumen kettle or fondling drums of tar or bitumen true:: be
pie.acet: with the same Clothing ete OS Mit/sited tor taffeta.

igi Tt.e ime.:Oyer s%ll prcvide sufficient supply of the untie mentiened equipment to enact so,IN
welest ono mosistaca engeged on work necessitating its use to be supplied with the same,

switatle asbestos Sawing

Iti) rend screens or he/rets fitted with Coloured glass ior in the case of cv)..cetylipre
operators, protective glasses with slide shields)

fili) antiflash goggles

ilvi aprons. /*ether sleeves end leddirodo lowerells et flue-proof material) and gauntlet
gloves

gulk or Other InsuletIRO 'Mots !Moro welkin, In places so damp that danger from electric
Shock mists.

29. naultrizatelier6001,00140111tiontne

Paesont at the rdinate rate Shell be mAlle to on employee whilst Idle doring ordinary weriting nevi&
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bolting 101 raterial. 10015 of repair of equipment provided that the tri0o)pr may place such
empin)te on an) wotk available.

70. MIXED FUNCTIONS

(a) An employee required to perform on any one day two or more classes of work to which different
triteo are applicable, Such employee tt employed tor more than two hours on the class or
classes tr work carrying higher rate, shall be paid in respect of the whole time during
which the employee works on that day t the highest tate fixed in respect of any such classes
of work.

Provided thet where an mployee tootks tot two hours or less on such h.gher duties, the
erployee shall be paid at the higher rate for the time so worked.

fbl An empleyee who is temporarily employed on work for which a lower rate Is applicable shall not
.have his or ter rate of wage reduced.

31. FIRST AID OUALIF2CATION5

(a) Wnentker and wherever available, qualified first aid attendant shell be provided for each
gang consisting of more than 21 employees.

fb) Employees holding first aid qualifications from St John Arbulance or similar body and
appointed by the employer to perform first old duties shall be paid n llowance of $6.11 per
week in addition to their ordinary wage. This payment shall be regarded as wages for ll
purpses of the award but the appointed first aid attendant shall rct be entitled to y
pe)re*.t for aid rendered outside ordinary working hours unless he or she is actJally on dut
at the time, or has been granted permission to accompany a patient to recese treatment. /

(o) The mployer will reimburse an employee for the actual cost of tre course and teat icck
espences incurred when an employee carries out first aid training at the request ofIthe
mployer.

32. SPECIAL UNPAID LEAVE

(a) Special unpaid leave may be granted at the .discretion of the employer for attendance at
cerimonial activities or nonloca1 council business.

:n respect of absences of the kind mentioned above, an employee shall serve such additional
per.cd as part of hls qualification for annual leave as will equal the period of such absence.

33. JOS DtLESATES

An er;loyee who has been ppointed uniLn delegate at a place of work shall upon notification in
writing to the employer. be recognised by the employer as the accredited representative of the
union.

54. NO EXTRA CLAIMS

It is a term of this award (arising from the decision of the Australian Come:I:sties' and
Arbitration Commission in the Netional Wage Case I953 print No F29fr) that the union undertakes
that for a period until 6 October 1965, it will not pursue any extra claims. award cr over award,
except where consistent with the principles.

35. NO REDUCTION IN WAGES AND CONC:TIONS

No ono:stet in the employment of an employer covered by this award shall have his or her wage, or
condit.onw ci employment reduced mere/y ss a consequence of thiS award.

37. INCLEmENT WEATNER

If due to inclement weather employees cannot be employed outdoors, they can be reowired to carry
t: ether productive work under cover. If they elect to cease work payment shall only be made uri to
the time of ceasing work.

30. INTERPRETERS PATE 4

An employee required to act as an interpreter. shall be paid n extra, 25 cents per hour whiist
acting in this capacity.
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6OREPULE or RFI:PONOLNTS

1u/n9u Associvtion Inc, PO Box 310, IATHFNINr. NT 5780

Valano Community Association Inc, Falano Farm, PO Box 646, KATHERINE NT 57b0

Angurugu Community Government Council, Angurugu Community Bag Service 1, VIA DARWIN NT 5793

Milyakburra Community Council Inc., Bickerton Island, C/... Angurugu 'Council, Angurugu, GROOTE
EYLANOT NT 5791

Galiwinku Community Inc., Elcho Island, VIA DARWIN NT 5791

Gapuwiyak Community Inc., Gapu.iyak, Lake Evella, VIA NMULUNBUY NT 5797

Milingimbi Community InC., Milingimbi, VIA DARWIN NT 5797

Milingimbi Resourct Centre, Milingimbi, VIA DARWIN NT 5797

Nvmbulwar Numburindi Council Inc., Numbulwar, VIA KATHERINE NT 5780

Asmingining Community InC., PMB 10, DARWIN NT 5791

Vmtukumba Community Council Inc., GROOTE EYLANDT NT 5791

Jurnkurakurr Resource AtsociatiOn, TENNANT CREEK NT 5760

brunette Downs Community, Brunette Downs Station, VIA TENNANT CREEK NT 5761

Epenarra Community, Epenarra Station, VIA TENNANT CREEK NT 5780

murray Downs Community, Murray Downs Station, VIA TENNANT CREEK NT 5760

Nerirl Junction Community, VIA TENNANT CREEK NT 5760

Pooktam.ton Downs Community, Rockhampton Downs Station, VIA TENNANT CREEK NT 1780

Miyikampi Community, VIA TENNANT CREEK NT 5768

NguranIdgee Community, VIA TENNANT CREEK NT 5760

warrawwulla Council, BORAOLOOLA NT 5772

Brinvung Community, Cl- Yulngu, PO Box 310 KATHERINE NT 5780

Eulla Community, C/- Yu:ngu. PO BOX 318, KATHERINE NT 5700

mulman Cormun:ty, C/- Yulngu, Box 318, KATHERINE NT 5700

Jiliminggan Community, Oil- Yulngu, PO Box 311, KATHERINE NT 5780

Eaw:nango Association, maningrida, VIA DARWIN NT 5791

e!r:Oang Corm4nity Council Inc., Croker Island, VIA DARWIN NT 5794

warru.i Comm:inity Inc., Goulturn island, VIA DARWIN NT 5791

s.arru..1 C4ts:ation Resource Centre, G.:;:llovrn Island, VIA DARW:N NT 5791

C-aa Leran:'; Association Inc., PO Box 40691, CASUARINA NT 5712

Aboriginal Cevelopment Foundation, PC Box 2704, nARt4IN NT 5794

Amoonvna Atoriginal Community Inc., PO Box 7E0 ALICE sprINcs NT 5750

Ale;onga Community Inc., Areyonga, VIA ALICE SPRINGS NT 5750

t.altulat:a:a Community Council Inc., Pete Docker River, VIA ALICE SPR:NGS NT 5758

Valtakat:ara Nguratviku Council Inc., Pm8 Docket Rivet, VIA ALICE SPRINGS NT 5750

:kuntli Community Council Inc., haasts B:uff, VIA ALICE SPRINGS NT 5750

Fapunya Commonity Council Inc., Popunya, VIA ALICi SPRINGS NT 5750

Santo Teresa Progress Association Inc., Santa Teresa, VIA ALICE SPRINGS NT 5750

Santo Teresa mission, Santa Teresa, VIA ALICE SPRINGS NT 5751

wIlloura Communtiy Inc., Willowca Station. VIA ALICE SPRINGS NT 5750

Yuelrimu Community Inc., FMB 67. Mt Allen Station, VIA ALICE SPRINGS NT 5751

Yvendumu Community Council Inc., Yuendumu, VIA ALICE SPRINGS MT 5750

Tangentyere Council Inc., PO Roe 2363, ALICE SPRINGS NT 5751

Usanunt,a council Abet sginal Corp., Utopia Station, VIA ALICE SPRINGS MT 5750
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Ntarim Couhcil (Herramnaburg) Inc., Hermennsburg, VIA ALICE SPRINGS NT 5750

%Waco huckhole Community Inc., VIA ALICE srplwcs NT 5750

halangurra Council Inc., VIP ALICE SPPINGS NT 5750

(Barunga Town Council Inc., PMB No 25, VIA KATHERINE NT 570

tairunga Frog:ass Association, PIO 25, VIA KATHERINE NT 5780

Seswict Council Inc., PM0 26, VIA KATHERINE NT 5780

Deswick ProgresS Association, pis 26, VIA KATHERINE NT 5760

Eagaragu Community Council Inc., Wave Hill Centre, VIA KATHERINE NT 5780

Wave Hill Social Club, Wave Hill Centre, VIA KATHERINE NT 5780

L:amanu Community Government Council, Lajamanu (Hooker Creek), VIA KATHERINE NT sno

rwIaign Resource Centre, La:amanu (Hooker Creek), VIA hATHERINE NT 5780

hgukurr Townsnip Association Int., Roper River FMB, KATHERINE NT 5780

Yugal Mangi Resource Centre, Roper River FMB, KATHERINE NT 5780

Tjuwarpa Outstation Resource Centre Inc., Hermannsburg, VIA ALICE SPRINGS NT 5750

.Finke River MisSion, Finke River, VIA ALICE SPRINGS NT 5750

Imanpa Community Inc., imanpa, VIA ALICE SPRINGS NT 5750

Ira-Ipa Co-operative, Imanpa, VIA ALICE SPRINGS NT 5758

Western Desert Outstations Council (Aboriginal Corporation) Inc., Kintore, VIA ALICE SPRINGS hT5750

Nturiya Cormunity Inc., Nturiya, VIA ALICE SPRINGS NT 5758

Nyirripi Community Inc., Nyirripi, VIA ALICE SPRINGS NT 5758

Lorarba Community Inc., Napperby, VIA ALICE SPRINGS NT 5758

Atitjete Community Inc., harts Range, %;), ALICE SPRINGS NT 5750

wilora Community InC., Wilora, VIA ALICE SPRINGS NT 5758

:urnkurakurr Aboriginal Resource Centre, VIA TENNANT CREEK NT 5760

Nod;son Downs Community, Hodgson Downs Station, VIA KATHERINE NT 5780

Urapunga Community, C/- Yulngu, PO Box 318, KATHERINE NT 5760

Prate Jutunta Community, Ti-Ttee, VIA ALICE SPRINGS NT 5750

Mount Barkly Community, Mount Barkly, VIA ALICE SPRINGS NT 5750

Ali Curung Council Inc., Community Mail Bag, Ali Curung, VIA ALICE SPRINGS NT 5750

All Curung Co-operAtive, Community Mail Bag, Ali Curung, VIA ALICE SPRINGS NT

Elliott/Newcastle Waters Progress Association, Post Office, ELLIOTT NT 5760

Borroloola Council, BORROLCZLA NT 5772

Mabjunki Outstation Resource Association, BORROLOOLA NT 5772

Catholic Missions, PO Box 547, DARWIN NT 5794 np Belyuen Community Council, Belvuen, VIA CARwIN NT
5791

Gunbalan)a Council Inc, CS@ 6, Oenpelli, VIA DARWIN NT 5791

Kandu Nalrinde Inc, C/- Wadeye Post Office, Port Keats NT 5791

maningrida Council Inc, MANINGAIDA NT

Milikapiti Community Government Council, Snake Bay, MELVILLE ISLAND NT

NAulyu Namblyu, Daly River Mission PMB 20, VIA DARWIN NT 5791

Nguiu Ullintjinni, PO Box 2470, DARWIN NT 5794

Nguiu Council, Bathurst Island, NT

Ntaria Council Inc, Netmansberg, VIA ALICE SPRINGS NT 5750

FeppImanarti Association, Feppimenarti Community, VIA DARWIN WV 5791

5750
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Pularumri CGmmunity Council, Caiden Point, Melville island, VIA DAPwIN NT $7

The Bagot Road Community Inc, PO phN 30071, w/NNTLLIE NT 5709

Utapuricie Council, Utopia Station FMB, VIA ALICE SPRINGS, NT 5751

Virtkala Dhanbul Association, PO Sox 11$, VISRKALA NT $797

The Business Manager, church missionary Society, PO Box 393$2, WiNNELLIE NT 57119

The president, Avon Downs, tworro, Orwaitilla Association, PO lox 321, TENNANT CREEK NT'516.11.
.",

The Secretary, D:embete Community, Elsey Station, VIA KATHERINE NT 5781

Tne President, Larrakis Association Inc., GPO Sox 254, DARWIN NT 57$4

The 41es!dent, Robinson River Community, VIA TENNANT CREEK NT $760

The President, Alpurturulam Community, Lake Nash, VIA TENNANT CREEK NT $760
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